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The functions of many cellular RNAs require that they fold into specific three-

dimensional native structures, which typically involves arranging secondary structure 

elements and stabilizing the folded structure with tertiary contacts. However, RNA 

folding is inherently complex, as most RNAs fold along pathways containing multiple 

intermediates, including some misfolded intermediates that can accumulate and persist. 

Our understanding of the origins and structures of misfolded forms and the resolution of 

misfolding remains limited. 

Here, we investigate folding of the Tetrahymena intron, an extensively studied 

RNA folding model system since its initial discovery decades ago. The ribozyme variant 

predominantly misfolds, and slow refolding to the native state requires extensive 

structural disruption. Paradoxically, the misfolded conformation contains extensive native 

structure and lacks incorrect secondary and tertiary contacts despite requiring 

displacement of a native helix, termed P3, with incorrect secondary structure to misfold. 

We propose a model for a new origin of RNA misfolding to resolve this paradox, wherein 

misfolded ribozyme contains within its core incorrect arrangement of two single-stranded 
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segments, i.e. altered topology. This model predicts a requirement for P3 disruption to 

exchange the misfolded and native topologies. We mutated P3 to modulate its stability 

and used the ribozyme’s catalytic activity to show that P3 is disrupted during the 

refolding transition. Furthermore, we demonstrate that unfolding of the peripheral tertiary 

contacts precedes disruption of P3 to allow the necessary structural transitions. 

We then explored the influence of topology on the pathways leading to the 

misfolded and native states. Our results suggest that P3 exists in an earlier pathway 

intermediate that resembles the misfolded conformation, and that P3 unfolds to allow a 

small yet significant fraction of ribozyme to avoid misfolding. Despite being on a path to 

misfolding, the decision to misfold depends upon the probability of disrupting P3 and 

exchanging topology at this intermediate. Additionally, we show that having a stable P3 

in the unfolded ribozyme allows almost complete avoidance of misfolding. Together, 

these studies lead to a physical model for folding and misfolding of a large RNA that is 

unprecedented in its scope and detail. 
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Chapter 1: Overview of the Structure and Folding of RNAs 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

 The myriad essential biological roles RNAs have been discovered to perform over 

the past decades emphasize the importance of this molecule. Beyond being in 

intermediary in translating genetic information as tRNA, it has been shown that RNAs 

catalyze translation, perform maturation of tRNAs, maintain chromosomal ends, and 

generate mature mRNAs (1-4). Other noncoding RNAs have been implicated in 

regulation of transcription and translation and in processes such as RNA interference (5, 

6). The full spectrum of RNA activities in vivo has yet to be unveiled. 

 A prerequisite to completion of these diverse tasks is folding of these RNAs from 

a linear polymer to a specific three-dimensional structure. This process of folding to a 

unique active, or native, structure is inherently complicated by the propensity of most 

structured RNAs to form alternative structures (7). Thus, the challenge faced in RNA 

folding is pervasive and can be described in two stages.  First, native structures must be 

stabilized relative to the wide array of nonnative structures present at equilibrium (8). 

Second, these RNAs must be able to escape alternative conformations on a short time 

scale to prevent interference of their normal cellular functions. Nevertheless, RNAs have 

adopted many mechanisms to manage these challenges, as told by the ubiquitous 

presence and activity of these molecules. 
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1.2 RNA ARCHITECTURE 

 The primary sequence of RNA effectively dictates how it folds and ultimately 

determines its function. RNA folding generally proceeds in a hierarchical manner. 

Folding of base RNA secondary structure elements such as A-form helices, internal 

loops, and hairpins from primary structure is rapid, occurring on the timescale of 

milliseconds. This implies that secondary structures appear before higher-order structures 

form, and this is especially true for local base-pairing such as in hairpins (9-11). Though 

helices may form quickly, specific and nonspecific interactions within helices provide 

them stability (see Section 1.3, Folding of Structured RNAs). Once formed, helices and 

the single-stranded segments linking them are arranged into a global structure that is 

stabilized by formation of long-range tertiary contacts (12). Folding of most RNAs 

follows this general template, leading to structures ranging in size from the relatively 

small tRNAs to larger and far more complex ribosomal RNAs. 

 In 1965, Holley and colleagues discovered the primary structure of tRNA and 

postulated as its secondary structure the cloverleaf arrangement (Figure 1.1A). Their 

predicted structure contained four helices (three existing as stem-loops) branching from a 

central junction (13). Later crystallographic work showed that the tertiary structure did 

not resemble a cloverleaf but instead was L-shaped due to the formation of tertiary 

contacts not predicted in the cloverleaf structure (Figure 1.1A) (14). Two coaxially 

stacked helices formed each arm, and a tertiary contact consisting of base pairing 

between the helical end loops stabilized the arrangement. Coaxial stacking of helices is 
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seen in other structured RNAs, and differential organization of these stacks represents a 

standard template for dictating unique RNA structures and functions. 

 Use of this folding template is most readily observed by the diverse architectures 

of small structured RNAs. For example, the hammerhead ribozyme and hairpin ribozyme 

are similar to tRNAs both in size and secondary structure arrangement, yet both RNAs 

form unique tertiary structures. The hammerhead ribozyme is composed of three helical 

stems, one containing a terminal loop, which originate from a central junction (Figure 

1.1B) (15, 16). Coaxial stacking generates a three-dimensional structure that resembles 

the musical natural sign (Figure 1.1B). The secondary structure of the hairpin ribozyme 

resembles tRNA more closely in containing four helices branching from a central 

junction, yet the ultimate tertiary arrangement of the stacked helical domains is X-shaped 

(17). For this RNA, internal loops rather than end loops connect the two domains. These 

examples highlight the role of the central junction in controlling the coaxial stacking of 

the helices and the arrangement of the helices in three-dimensional space. Riboswitches, 

genetic control elements where the helical junction acts as a binding site for small 

metabolites, provide even more evidence for the important role of the junction in folding 

(5, 18). For many riboswitches a metabolite binds at or near the junction and usually 

effects a change in RNA structure, altering base pairing to conceal or expose key regions 

such as local sequences that form termination hairpins or ribosome binding sites. 
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Figure 1.1. Structure of small RNAs. 

(A) The secondary and tertiary structure of tRNA. At left is the cloverleaf secondary 

structure depiction. The secondary structure is rearranged in the middle panel to show the 

tertiary contacts. The right panel shows the three-dimensional structure derived from X-

ray crystallography (adapted from Ref. (19)). (B) Secondary and tertiary structures of the 

extended hammerhead ribozyme. Stem 1 contains two helices that are coaxially stacked, 

while stems 2 and 3 each contain one helix and coaxially stack upon one another (adapted 

from Ref. (16)). 
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 Other RNAs possessing more complex folds reveal even more valuable 

information about RNA structure (Figure 1.2). Although this complexity is typically 

associated with large RNAs such as group I and group II introns, RNase P RNA, and 

ribosomal RNA, smaller RNAs also possess such features as evidenced by the hepatitis 

delta virus (HDV) ribozyme. The tertiary structure of HDV ribozyme, an RNA that 

contains a similar number of nucleotides as tRNA, is dominated by a pair of nested 

pseudoknots and lacks long-range tertiary contacts with end loops or internal loops (20, 

21). The glmS riboswitch also demonstrates a rather complicated folded structure 

consisting of a double pseudoknot packed against coaxial helices (22, 23). Both ligand 

binding and catalytic activity occur within the double pseudoknot, providing to glmS the 

unique characteristics among riboswitches of a pre-formed active site and conformational 

rigidity upon metabolite binding (24). 

 More commonly, however, more complex architectures are found in larger 

structured RNAs. The group I intron within the ribosomal RNA of Tetrahymena 

thermophila was discovered by Cech and colleagues in 1979 and has provided a valuable 

platform to study both RNA structure and catalysis (25, 26). The intron core consists of 

two coaxially stacked helical domains linked by single-stranded regions and contains the 

active site (27, 28). This core is surrounded by other helical domains that surround and 

stabilize the core by forming a series of tertiary contacts. These tertiary contacts consist 

not only of base pairing between loops, as observed in smaller RNAs, but also tetraloop-

receptor interactions and A-minor interactions. Group II introns are functionally similar 

to group I intron counterparts but are structurally distinct, with the basic structure 
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consisting of six helical domains radiating from a central junction (29). Domain 1 is the 

most complicated of the domains with several helices and junctions that form the scaffold 

for organization of the remaining domains in the folded tertiary structure. RNase P RNA 

provides yet another example of structure, catalyzing cleavage of the 5´ end of pre-tRNA 

in vivo when associated with proteins (1). Bacterial RNase P RNA alone is sufficient to 

catalyze this reaction in vitro, whereas RNAs from eukaryotes and archaea still require 

proteins for activity (30). RNase P RNA consists of a catalytic domain and a specificity 

domain, with the structures of each largely resembling group I introns in containing a 

conserved core surrounded by peripheral helical domains (31, 32). At the pinnacle of 

RNA structural complexity is ribosomal RNA, the folding of which requires arranging 

linear, rigid helices formed from a 4500-nucleotide long molecule into a tightly packed, 

compact structure (33-35). They do so by taking advantage of the entire repertoire of 

RNA organization, with coaxial stacking, tetraloop-receptor interactions, and ribose 

zippers, and a pseudoknot comprising only a fraction of the methods employed by rRNA. 
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Figure 1.2: Tertiary structures of large catalytic RNAs and ribonucleoproteins.  

Crystal structures of various catalytic RNAs show a common pattern of coaxially stacked 

helices linked by single-stranded segments and tertiary contacts. (A) Group I intron from 

Azoarcus (36, 37). (B) Group II intron from Oceanobacillus iheyensis (38). (C) RNase P 

RNA from Bacillus stearothermophilus (39). (D) 70S ribosome from Thermus 

thermophiles with 5S (blue-gray), 16S (cyan), and 23S (gray) rRNAs and protein 

components (purple and blue) (34, 35). 
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1.3 FOLDING OF STRUCTURED RNAS 

 RNAs and proteins are similar in that both molecules are faced with the task of 

folding to a native structure, yet neither molecule can sample all possible folded and 

partially folded conformations in route to the native structure (8). However, the 

fundamental architecture of structured RNAs provides distinct thermodynamic and 

kinetic challenges to folding (7). These challenges originate from the fact that RNAs only 

contain four standard bases, making specification of a correctly folded structure relative 

to alternative structures difficult. Further, helices and other local secondary structure 

interactions between bases form very rapidly and are extremely stable even in the 

absence of tertiary contacts (40). This allows RNA secondary structures to form 

independently of the overall global structure, and incorrect structures that do form are 

difficult to correct (40). By comparison, the twenty amino acids of proteins allow greater 

specification of secondary structure elements. However, protein secondary structures 

alone are highly unstable and require stabilization through the tertiary interactions they 

form with other parts of the molecule (8, 41, 42). Thus, the local stability of RNA 

secondary structure vastly increases the probability of folding to long-lived alternative or 

misfolded structures. 

 The independent and stable folding of RNA secondary structure from its primary 

sequence without the requirement for tertiary contact formation to fold to a native state 

makes RNA folding hierarchical. Hydrogen bond and base stacking interactions direct the 

bases inward, shielding them from surrounding aqueous solution and account for much of 

the independent stability of RNA helices (Figure 1.3). Conversely, protein secondary 
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structure, typically comprised of α-helices and β-sheets, usually directs amino acid 

residues toward solvent. This decreases the stability of the protein structure as 

hydrophobic residues are exposed to solvent (43). Only upon shielding of hydrophobic 

residues by tertiary contact formation and subsequent increase in entropy in the 

surrounding water is the protein structure stabilized. Thus, protein folding generally 

proceeds in a single step, with secondary and tertiary structure forming simultaneously, 

essentially leading to two-state folding (44). 

 RNAs, on the other hand, fold to their native states through a series of 

intermediates that can persist and accumulate, providing additional steps to the folding 

pathway (45). Compaction of RNAs into helices occurs upon addition of positively 

charged ions to shield the negatively charged phosphodiester backbone and prevent 

electrostatic repulsion (46, 47). Monovalent ions associate predominantly with the 

backbone in a nonspecific, or delocalized manner whereas divalent cations, in particular 

Mg
2+

, can make both nonspecific and specific interactions with the RNA to facilitate its 

collapse. This electrostatic relaxation allows compact arrangement of secondary structure 

elements to form partially denatured intermediate states (12). This process occurs rapidly, 

on the timescale of milliseconds, and is followed by a slower conformational search for 

the native structure that involves rearrangement of helices, formation of tertiary contacts 

and further compaction, and occasional unfolding and refolding steps. Proximity of 

secondary structure in the early, partially-collapsed intermediates, promotes the 

formation of contacts, which may hinder further folding to the active conformation until 

these contacts are disrupted to allow structural rearrangement (48). 
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Figure 1.3. Different structural elements in RNAs and proteins. 

At left is an A-form RNA helix with the phosphodiester backbone and ribose sugars 

colored white and the nucleotide bases colored red. The RNA bases are sequestered 

within the structure with access only available through major and minor grooves. For 

comparison at right is a polypeptide chain with the backbone colored white and amino 

acid side chains colored red. The twenty various side chains extend outward from the 

backbone to allow interactions with other side chains. 
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 Folding of RNAs in vivo is further complicated as it occurs simultaneously with 

transcription and is heavily influenced by transcription speed and site-specific pausing of 

the RNA polymerase on DNA templates (49, 50). A high potential to form base pairs 

with nascent RNA inevitably would increase the probability of alternative folding if RNA 

polymerase has not yet transcribed the native sequence. Conversely, rapid transcription 

could make available base pairing partners with a higher potential for stable base pairing 

than the native sequence. However, RNA binding proteins could prevent formation of 

incorrect local base pairing interactions (51). Moreover, chaperone proteins may interact 

with RNAs to disrupt in a specific or nonspecific manner incorrect local structures that do 

form (10). The roles of co-transcriptional pausing and RNA binding proteins on RNA 

folding were studied by Pan, Sosnick, and colleagues using a circularly permuted variant 

of RNase P RNA (52, 53). They changed the positions of the 5´ and 3´ termini so that the 

catalytic domain of the RNA was transcribed in its entirety followed by transcription of 

the specificity domain. Using oligonucleotide hybridization and RNase H cleavage, they 

found that folding of the specificity domain was hindered by an alternative base pairing 

interaction between a single-stranded region of the catalytic domain and the 5´ region of 

the specificity domain. Addition of the Escherichia coli elongation factor NusA promoted 

RNA polymerase pausing at a specific site within the catalytic domain, allowing proper 

folding of the catalytic domain and preventing accumulation of the misfolded species. 

The results provided evidence for sequential RNA folding and the ability of RNA 

polymerase pausing to alter the folding pathway. 
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 Further information about the sequential nature of RNA folding in vivo came from 

studies using the hairpin ribozyme. Fedor and colleagues used a simplified variant of the 

hairpin ribozyme containing extensions at the 5´ and 3´ termini that formed alternative 

helices, thus rendering the ribozyme inactive (54). The misfolded helices were designed 

to be more stable than the native helix. The 5´ extension construct hindered folding more 

readily than the 3´ extension construct, implying that folding was sequential. 

Interestingly, both constructs misfolded during folding in vivo (54). A mutant that 

stabilized the native helix relative to either alternative helix confirmed that RNA folding 

occurred sequentially in vivo and speculated that chaperone proteins within yeast could 

assist exchange between conformations by lowering the energy barrier (55). 

 

1.4 ALTERNATIVE FOLDING OF RNAS 

 Some RNAs have taken advantage of sequential folding and of stable secondary 

structure elements to allow folding to alternative structures that have different functions. 

Transcription attenuation is a classic example of this phenomenon. The bacterial trp 

operon is a cis element that prevents transcription termination by forming an 

antiterminator hairpin when tryptophan starvation conditions stall translation (56, 57). 

The antiterminator is stabilized by binding of uncharged Trp-tRNA to upstream stem-

loop structures. Abundant tryptophan allows terminator hairpin formation, preventing 

transcription of the downstream trp genes.  

For most riboswitches the entire RNA is already made and it is conformational 

rearrangement upon binding of a specific ligand that drives gene regulation (18, 58, 59). 
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The thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP) riboswitch undergoes large-scale structural changes 

upon TPP binding to regulate thiM gene translation (60, 61). Rapid compaction of the 

TPP riboswitch occurs with TPP binding driving close association of two helices that are 

stabilized by a tertiary contact between the end loop of one helix and a bulge on the other 

helix. In this example and in other riboswitches, stability of the active conformation is 

dependent on the presence of a bound ligand, thus turning off or on gene transcription or 

translation. 

 

1.5 RNA MISFOLDING 

 For many structured RNAs, forming long-lived alternative structures only hinders 

its activity and can be detrimental to the overall function of the organism. The high 

stability of even incorrectly formed secondary structures makes misfolding of RNAs very 

prevalent, even for small structured RNAs (7, 10). Nearly all RNAs that have been 

studied in vitro have been discovered to fold to alternate conformations (10). 

 Some of the earliest evidence for misfolding came shortly after the solution of the 

tRNA secondary structure. There, they discovered that tryptophanyl-tRNA adopts two 

different conformations, with only one conformation recognized by tryptophanyl-tRNA 

synthetase (62-65). Conversion of the inactive form to the active structure was achieved 

by lowering pH or changing divalent cation concentration. Furthermore, the transition 

could be accelerated by increasing temperature, indicating that the inactive tRNA was not 

damaged (66). Folding of other tRNAs were examined and were found to form inactive 

conformations at low temperature and low salt concentrations, leading to a proposed 
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secondary structure of the misfolded form as an extended helix rather than a cloverleaf 

(67). Subsequent footprinting analysis of the misfolded form of glutamyl-tRNA 

suggested a structure containing fewer overall base pairs and improper base pairing 

between the D-loop and T-loop (68). 

 Other structured RNAs similar in size and folding complexity to tRNAs also 

misfold. For example, misfolding was observed in 5S rRNA, with slow interconversion 

to the native conformation from the inactive conformation requiring high temperature and 

low Mg
2+

 concentrations (69-71). For catalytic RNAs, recognition of the misfolded form 

is simpler as only the native state would exhibit activity (72). For the hairpin ribozyme, 

pre-steady state and steady state kinetic studies revealed that an inactive variant preceded 

folding to the native form (73). This was demonstrated by the presence of a fast phase of 

cleavage activity for a fraction of the ribozyme population followed by a phase of 

significantly slower cleavage activity. The slow phase represents rearrangement of the 

inactive conformation to the native structure. Analogously, steady state analysis of 

hammerhead ribozyme showed the existence of an inactive species incapable of cleaving 

substrate to completion (74). Purification of uncleaved substrate from a previous reaction 

and addition to the inactive species resulted in the same extent of incomplete substrate 

cleavage. This species converted to active ribozyme only after incubation at high 

temperature. 

 Guerrier-Takada and Altman discovered in 1986 that the RNA component of 

RNase P formed an inactive conformation, marking it as the first large RNA found to 

misfold (75). The inactive conformation coincided with a marked lag prior to a linear 
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phase in substrate cleavage. Increasing the incubation time prior to adding substrate 

eliminated the lag phase, and increasing the incubation temperature reduced the time 

required. Later work from Williamson and colleagues using oligonucleotide hybridization 

revealed that the rate limiting step involved formation of a helix that linked the specificity 

and catalytic domains (76). Acceleration of folding by urea addition suggested that the 

slow step represented a kinetic trap resolved by transient structure disruption (77). Use of 

a circularly permuted mutant of the ribozyme containing a break between the catalytic 

and specificity domains further supported the inter-domain junction helix as the origin of 

misfolding (78). When using catalytic activity to probe folding, a 15-fold faster rate was 

observed for the mutant relative to wild-type ribozyme (78). Further evidence for 

improper helix formation as the origin of RNase P RNA misfolding was provided by 

studies of catalytic domain folding. Independent of the rest of the RNase P RNA, the 

catalytic domain folds rapidly and does not form a kinetic trap (79, 80). 

 

1.6 GROUP I INTRONS AS A MODEL SYSTEM TO STUDY RNA FOLDING 

 Among the most widespread large structured RNAs are the group I introns, which 

are found in bacteria, fungi, algae, and eukaryotes (81-83). The biological function of 

group I introns is to perform autocatalytic splicing of the intron from precursor RNAs, 

catalyzing a two-step transesterification reaction involving an exogenous guanosine 

(Figure 1.4) (84). In the first step the guanosine binds within a pocket near the active site, 

positioning the 3´-hydroxyl of guanosine to perform a nucleophilic attack on the 5´ splice 

site. This results in attachment of the guanosine to the 5´ end of the intron and a free 3´ 
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hydroxyl of the exon.  The second step involves attack by the 3´-hydroxyl of the 5´ exon 

upon the 3´ splice site, ligating the exons and releasing a linear intron. To construct a 

ribozyme version of the intron, the flanking exons are truncated or removed completely 

to allow binding of a shorted substrate mimicking the 5´ intron-exon junction the to the 

internal guide sequence (26, 85). Ribozyme constructs allow multiple turnovers of 

substrate cleavage by a single molecule, facilitating the strategy of examining RNA 

folding by monitoring catalytic activity. 

 While group I introns share a general structure constructed from coaxially stacked 

helices linked by single-stranded junctions or internal loops, structural variations allow 

categorization into five main groups and thirteen subgroups (86, 87). The sequence and 

overall tertiary structure of the catalytic core, represented by the helical stacks P4-P6 and 

P3-P8, is highly conserved in all group I introns. Conversely, the peripheral domains are 

highly varied in presence and complexity and thus comprise the main structural variations 

between the different groups. Some peripheral domains are present in only certain 

subgroups. For example, group IC introns contain the P5abc domain whereas other group 

I introns lack this domain (87). 

 Similar to studies of RNase P RNA, catalytic activity of group I introns allows 

determination of the folding kinetics and the formation of misfolded conformations for 

these RNAs. A ribozyme version of the Tetrahymena intron, produced by in vitro 

transcription and gel purified, was shown to fold to an inactive conformation (88). 

Heating the ribozyme in the presence of Mg
2+

 restored catalytic activity of this ribozyme 

fraction, and heating prior to adding Mg
2+

 avoided the misfolded conformer altogether. A 
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group I intron in Candida albicans is similar in structure to the Tetrahymena intron and 

also misfolds when folded in Mg
2+

 (89). Misfolding of this ribozyme is linked to the 

ability to form a pseudoknot within the catalytic core, with rapid formation of the 

pseudoknot leading to rapid folding of the native state without any other kinetic traps (89, 

90). Initially folding the ribozyme in monovalent ions prevented misfolding (91). Smaller 

group I introns exhibiting few peripheral domains and thus lower structural complexity 

also can misfold, as exemplified by a ribozyme derived from a tRNA gene in Azoarcus. 

Half of the initial ribozyme population was shown by catalytic activity to fold to an 

inactive state that slowly folded to the native conformation (92, 93). Increasing the 

temperature, adding urea, and adding a chaperone protein accelerated the refolding 

transition, providing evidence for transient structural disruption of a misfolded form (94). 
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Figure 1.4. Self-splicing mechanism of group I introns. 

Self-splicing of group I introns occur in two steps. First, the 3´-hydroxyl of an exogenous 

guanosine attacks the 5´ splice site, resulting in covalent attachment of the guanosine to 

the 5´ terminus of the intron. Second, the 3´-hydroxyl of the 5´ exon attacks the 3´ splice 

site, resulting in a linear intron and ligated exons. 
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1.7 THE TETRAHYMENA GROUP I RIBOZYME 

 The Tetrahymena intron and its ribozyme variant has provided investigators 

extensive information about RNA structure and folding since its discovery. Westhof and 

colleagues used the vast array of existing biochemical and footprinting data to construct 

the first three-dimensional representation of the complete ribozyme (95). This model was 

substantiated by later crystal structures of the P4-P6 domain and of the ribozyme with 

truncated peripheral domains (96, 97). In sum, the catalytic core helices P4-P6 and P3-P8 

are linked by two single-stranded junctions, J3/4 and J6/7 (Figure 1.5). Coaxially stacked 

helices P2-P2.1, P5abc, P9, and P9.1-P9.2 compose the peripheral domains which 

buttress and stabilize the core by forming long-range tertiary contacts. One of the long-

range contacts is a tetraloop-receptor interaction between the end loop L9 and P5. The 

other two tertiary contacts are base pairing between end loops L2.1 and L9.1a to form 

P13 and between L2 and L5c to form P14. Two other tertiary contacts form between P4-

P6 and P5abc, an A-minor interaction between the metal core bulge P5a and J4/5 (across 

from the L9-P5 contact) and a tetraloop-receptor interaction between L5b and P6a. 
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Figure 1.5. Structure of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme. 

At left is a schematic representation of the different helical domains of the ribozyme in its 

secondary structure. The core domains P4-P6 (purple) and P3-P8 (red) contain the active 

site for binding of the P1 duplex (ribozyme internal guide sequence and substrate; 

yellow). Surrounding the core are peripheral helices P2-P2.1 (orange), P5abc (blue), and 

P9-P9.2 (green). Solid white lines represent covalent connections between domains while 

dashed white lines denote tertiary contacts. The right panel shows the three-dimensional 

structure of the ribozyme with the domains and is colored accordingly (95). 
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1.8 FOLDING AND MISFOLDING OF THE TETRAHYMENA RIBOZYME 

 The first clues that allowed assembly of the Tetrahymena ribozyme folding 

pathway came in 1990. Walstrum and Uhlenbeck observed that gel-purified ribozyme 

failed to exhibit robust cleavage of a separate substrate molecule. Heating the inactive 

population of ribozyme in the presence of Mg
2+

 restored maximum catalytic activity (88). 

Further, the inactive population was avoided by heating the ribozyme prior to adding 

Mg
2+

. Later work provided evidence for the formation of alternative structures involving 

the intron sequence and flanking exons that inhibited the self-splicing reaction. Cech and 

colleagues found that the internal guide sequence, which normally pairs with the splice 

site to form the P1 helix, can pair with an upstream sequence within the exon, creating an 

alternate helix P(–1) (98, 99). This evidence demonstrated the presence of on-pathway 

intermediates in the folding of both the intron and of the ribozyme variant that hindered 

native state formation. 

 Later work from Zarrinkar and Williamson demonstrated that in vitro folding of 

the intron proceeds through a series of intermediates when performed in the presence of 

Mg
2+

 (45). They used oligonucleotide complementary to various regions of the RNA and 

RNase H-directed cleavage to measure folding of the domains. Protection of P4-P6 from 

cleavage occurred rapidly whereas folding and subsequent protection from cleavage of 

P3-P7 was slow and represented the rate-limiting step for overall folding of the RNA. 

Thus, this provided evidence for accumulation of an intermediate in the folding pathway 

containing alternate structure that prevented correct folding of P3-P7. Further details of 

the folding order were determined by Sclavi et. al. through the use of time-resolved 
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hydroxyl radical footprinting to monitor ribozyme folding on a millisecond timescale 

(Figure 1.6) (100, 101). They observed initial rapid folding of P5abc (2.0 s
-1

), followed 

by slightly slower folding of P4-P6 (~1.0 s
-1

). The peripheral domains P2/P2.1 and P9.1 

folded with a rate constant one order of magnitude slower than folding of P5abc. In 

agreement with previous observations, folding of P3-P7 was slowest at ~0.02 s
-1

. Results 

from small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) showed that formation of tertiary structure 

between P5abc and P4-P6 constituted the majority of the global compaction upon Mg
2+

 

addition, giving a change in radius of gyration (Rg) from 75 Å to 55Å (102). Subsequent 

folding of P3-P7 and the remaining tertiary contacts represented further compaction of 

the ribozyme to 45 Å. Thus, rearrangements to allow proper formation of P3-P7 occurred 

in a compact but partially denatured structure. 
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Figure 1.6. Folding of the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme.  

The rate constants for protection from hydroxyl radicals are shown as colored regions on 

a secondary structure representation of the Tetrahymena ribozyme. P5abc forms with the 

fastest rate constant (~2.0 s
-1

, green), followed by P4-P6 (~1.0 s
-1

, orange), P2/P2.1 and 

P9.1 (~0.3 s
-1

, pink), and P3-P8 (~0.02 s
-1

, yellow). Figure is adapted from Ref. (100). 
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 Some of the intermediates that accumulated during ribozyme folding represented 

kinetic traps that required transient disruption of structure to allow productive folding to 

the native state. The Williamson group provided evidence for stabilization of alternative 

structures by native contacts. They created mutations within P5abc designed to 

destabilize the native structure and observed within P3-P8 accelerated protection against 

RNase H-directed cleavage (48). The result implied that disruption of the native structure 

within the peripheral region facilitated reorganization of non-native structures within the 

ribozyme core. Woodson and colleagues examined ribozyme folding using modification-

interference and found inactive intermediates that exhibited slower mobility on a native 

gel (103). They attributed the inactive conformation to the formation of an alternative 

base pairing interaction within the catalytic core, the replacement of the native long-range 

helix P3 with a short range, non-native helix alt-P3 (Figure 1.7A) (103). A mutant that 

stabilized P3 and destabilized alt-P3 (U273A) largely avoided misfolding, and the result 

originally was taken to support a model of where alt-P3 was formed in the misfolded 

structure. 

 The use of catalytic activity to assay for folding developed by Russell and 

Herschlag reinforced the role of the P3 helix in misfolding and allowed consolidation of 

previous observations into a unified framework. A key point of the assay is that, while 

both native and misfolded ribozymes can bind substrate, only native ribozyme can 

perform catalysis, rapidly cleaving the substrate into two products. This cleavage reaction 

occurs rapidly (10 min
-1

), allowing the fraction of cleaved substrate relative to total 

substrate to represent the fraction of native ribozyme in the whole population. They 
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showed that native folding proceeded through two misfolded intermediates (104, 105). 

Upon addition of Mg
2+

, essentially all of the ribozyme population formed the 

intermediate Itrap with a rate constant of 60 min
-1

. Subsequent escape from Itrap occurred 

with a much slower rate constant of 1.5 min
-1

 (measured at 37 °C) that represented the 

rate-limiting step for folding to the native state. This process required only local 

structural rearrangements on the P4-P6 side of the ribozyme (106). From Itrap the 

ribozyme folded to Icommitment, an intermediate from which folding partitioned into two 

separate paths and the ribozyme was committed to fold down one path or the other. They 

found that, under standard conditions at 25 °C, 10 percent of the ribozyme folded to the 

native state and 90 percent folding to a stable misfolded species termed M. Refolding of 

M to the native state (N) was slow, giving a rate constant of 0.002 min
-1

. Acceleration of 

refolding by urea revealed that the transition required extensive unfolding of the five 

native tertiary contacts. Along with the U273A mutation, accumulation of M was avoided 

by folding the ribozyme at high Na
+
 concentrations, which was shown by dimethyl 

sulfate (DMS) footprinting to promote native P3 formation in the starting ensemble 

(107). 

 

1.9 STRUCTURE OF THE MISFOLDED TETRAHYMENA RIBOZYME 

 The ability to populate the long-lived misfolded intermediate M combined with its 

extraordinarily slow transition to N facilitated attempts to probe its structure. Monitoring 

ribozyme compaction with SAXS showed that M was highly compact, giving an Rg only 

slightly larger than that of N (51 Å for M compared to 47 Å for N) (108). DMS and 
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hydroxyl radical footprinting was used to demonstrate extensive similarity between M 

and N, with differences between the two structures localized to the catalytic core (107, 

109). More importantly, footprinting analysis strongly supported formation of native 

secondary and tertiary structure within M, including a native P3 helix instead of the 

predicted alt-P3. Presence of the native P3 in M was further supported by 2-aminopurine 

substitution of a nucleotide in J8/7 that is unpaired in P3 but paired in alt-P3 (109). High 

levels of fluorescence were detected in both M and N, but not in the unfolded state. 

Overall, these results led to a paradox wherein the misfolded and native states were very 

similar, yet interconversion between them was slow and required extensive unfolding. 

 To solve that apparent paradox a novel origin of misfolding was proposed based 

on the M state existing as a topological isomer of the native conformation (Figure 1.7B) 

(109). Here, two single stranded junctions within the catalytic core incorrectly cross 

within the M state to form the misfolded topology. Only extensive unfolding of the 

ribozyme could allow the structural rearrangements needed to form the native topology. 

Computational modeling suggested four possible incorrect strand crossings that were 

sterically feasible and could presumably represent the misfolded topology. 

 Of these four topology models, one stands out as it provides a possible resolution 

to the folding paradox. In this model, forming alt-P3 early in folding allows incorrect 

orientation of the two single-stranded junction segments, J3/4 and J6/7, which link the 

core domains P4-P6 and P3-P8. The two segments normally cross one another within the 

catalytic core, and formation of alt-P3 would allow free movement of the single-stranded 

junctions and the helical domains attached to them to form the incorrect strand crossing. 
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Then, the alternative topology is retained in the M state by formation of the native P3 

helix. Such a model predicts that transient disruption of the native P3 helix is required to 

allow domain movement and ultimately formation of the native topology. 
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Figure 1.7. Alternative structure formed by the Tetrahymena ribozyme and the ribozyme 

folding pathway.  

(A) Secondary structures of the native long-range P3 interaction at left and the non-native 

alt-P3 at right (109). (B) Model for the ribozyme folding pathway based on the misfolded 

conformation being a topological isomer of the native state (109). The unfolded state can 

contain either the native P3 helix or the misfolded alt-P3. Early P3 formation leads to 

direct folding to the native state. Early alt-P3 formation (denoted by the purple dot) 

allows generation of the incorrect topology, which persists even as alt-P3 is displaced by 

the native P3 helix in the misfolded conformation. Figure is adapted from Ref. (109). 
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1.10 DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES 

 This putative model of altered topology in the Tetrahymena ribozyme provides 

the basis for the research project I present here in this dissertation. The work detailed in 

chapter two provides evidence supporting altered topology as a novel origin of RNA 

misfolding. In that chapter, mutations designed to weaken or strengthen the P3 helix are 

introduced and the effects of the mutations on the transition from the misfolded form to 

the native state is examined using catalytic activity. The results are used to clarify a 

physical model of altered topology in the Tetrahymena ribozyme and provide a model for 

how this incorrect topology is resolved. Chapter three describes work that elucidates the 

role of P3 helix stability in determining which of multiple pathways to the native state the 

ribozyme traverses. There, catalytic activity is used to monitor native state formation with 

the aforementioned P3 helix mutants. The result is an expanded kinetic framework model 

for native state formation. Finally, Chapter four explains the usefulness of catalytic 

activity in monitoring RNA folding and provides a guide for designing experiments that 

use catalytic activity and interpreting data from such experiments. 
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Chapter 2: The Long-Range P3 Helix of the Tetrahymena Ribozyme Is 

Disrupted During Folding Between the Native and Misfolded 

Conformations  

 

 

2.1 ABSTRACT 

RNAs are prone to misfolding, but how misfolded structures are formed and resolved 

remains incompletely understood. The Tetrahymena group I intron ribozyme folds in 

vitro to a long-lived misfolded conformation (M) that includes extensive native structure 

but is proposed to differ in topology from the native state (N). A leading model predicts 

that exchange of the topologies requires unwinding of the long-range, core helix P3, 

despite the presence of P3 in both conformations. To test this model, we constructed 

sixteen mutations to strengthen or weaken P3. Catalytic activity and in-line probing 

showed that nearly all of the mutants form the M state before folding to N. The P3-

weakening mutations accelerated refolding from M (3–30-fold) and the P3-strengthening 

mutations slowed refolding (6–1400-fold), suggesting that P3 indeed unwinds transiently. 

Upon depletion of Mg
2+

, the mutations had analogous effects on unfolding from N to 

intermediates that subsequently fold to M. The magnitudes for the P3-weakening 

mutations were larger than in refolding from M, and small angle X-ray scattering showed 

that the ribozyme expands rapidly to intermediates from which P3 is disrupted 

subsequently. These results are consistent with previous results indicating unfolding of 

native peripheral structure during refolding from M, which probably permits 

rearrangement of the core. Together, our results demonstrate that exchange of the native 

and misfolded conformations requires loss of a core helix in addition to peripheral 
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structure. Further, the results strongly suggest that misfolding arises from a topological 

error within the ribozyme core, and a specific topology is proposed. 

 

2.2 INTRODUCTION 

 RNAs function in essential biological processes that require precise folding to 

specific three-dimensional structures. On the whole, RNA folding is sequential and 

hierarchical, starting with the rapid formation of base pairs to form stable helices, the 

basic unit of secondary structure (9, 110). These helices then adopt specific arrangements 

and form tertiary contacts, generating a native structure (111, 112). Numerous studies 

have demonstrated misfolding of RNAs to intermediates that must then refold to the 

native structures (48, 62, 65, 66, 88, 104, 113-115). Presumably, misfolding can arise at 

the levels of secondary or tertiary structure (7, 10, 116). However, beyond the formation 

of non-native secondary structures for certain RNAs, the physical origins of misfolding 

are largely unknown (10). 

The Tetrahymena thermophila group I intron and its ribozyme derivative have 

been used extensively to study RNA folding (Figure 2.1A). Early work demonstrated that 

a heat renaturation step in the presence of Mg
2+

 ion was required for maximum catalytic 

activity, and in the absence of this step the RNA adopted one or more alternative, inactive 

conformations (88, 117). Inactive structures in the precursor RNA were also found and 

shown to arise from alternative base pairing arrangements involving flanking exon 

sequences (98, 99). 
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Extensive subsequent work showed that the intron RNA folds in vitro in the 

presence of Mg
2+

 through a series of intermediates (45, 102, 118-120). An RNase H-

directed RNA cleavage approach showed rapid accumulation of an intermediate in which 

the P4-P6 domain was protected from cleavage, whereas full protection of the ribozyme 

and the onset of detectable catalytic activity occurred on the timescale of minutes (45). 

Further investigation of the lifetime of these folding intermediates by time-resolved 

hydroxyl radical footprinting elucidated a hierarchical order of folding, with protections 

in the P4-P6 domain and some of the P3-P9 domain occurring within milliseconds to 

seconds, depending on conditions, while complete folding of P3-P9 required minutes 

(100, 101, 121). Small angle X-ray scattering and mutagenesis showed that most of the 

global compaction of the ribozyme occurs concomitantly with the formation of tertiary 

structure within P4-P6, and subsequent folding steps reflect rearrangements of compact 

structures (12, 102). 

 At least some of the accumulated intermediates were shown to reflect kinetic 

traps, as they require disruptions of structure to continue folding productively. 

Protections within P3-P9 were accelerated by mutations that weaken native structure 

within the peripheral element P5abc, implying that disruption of native structure in that 

region facilitates rearrangement of non-native structure elsewhere in the ribozyme (48). 

Further evidence for misfolding came from experiments using modification-interference 

and native gel mobility, which showed accumulation of one or more inactive 

intermediates (103). Here the formation of the inactive conformation(s) correlated with 

the predicted ability of the RNA to form a non-native base-pairing interaction within the 
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catalytic core, alt-P3, replacing the native long-range helix P3 (Figure 2.1A) (103). 

Strong evidence came from a mutation that was predicted to stabilize P3 and destabilize 

alt-P3 (U273A), which resulted in a ribozyme that avoided detectable misfolding (103). 

 Experiments using catalytic activity as an assay for folding provided further 

support for the role of P3 formation in native folding and brought together the earlier 

observations into a unified folding framework that includes two misfolded intermediates 

(104, 105). On the timescale of seconds, essentially the entire population forms an 

intermediate termed Itrap (105). A small fraction of the population then folds to the native 

state on the timescale of a minute, while the remainder (90% under standard conditions at 

25 °C) forms a long-lived misfolded intermediate termed M (105, 106, 109). Refolding of 

M to the native state occurs slowly, in hours, and requires extensive unfolding, as the 

transition is accelerated by urea and mutations that disrupt any of the five native 

peripheral tertiary contacts (109). Population of the M state was avoided by the U273A 

mutation or by initiating folding from elevated Na
+
 concentration, which was shown to 

promote formation of the native P3 base pairs in the starting ensemble (105, 107). 

 With this kinetic framework established, further work probed the structure of the 

M state more deeply (109). Despite the apparent requirement for alt-P3 in misfolding, it 

was shown that P3, not alt-P3, is formed in the M state. Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) and 

hydroxyl radical footprinting demonstrated that M strongly resembles the native state 

(N), with highly localized differences within the conserved core and no differences that 

would indicate any changes in secondary structure (107, 109). These results were 

consistent with earlier evidence that the M state is highly compact and globally similar to 
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the N state (108). Further evidence for P3 in the M state came from 2-aminopurine 

substitution at a nucleotide that is unpaired in P3 but paired in alt-P3 (109). The apparent 

paradox between the structural similarity of the M and N states and their slow 

interconversion led to the suggestion of a novel origin of misfolding. Rather than 

including non-native secondary or tertiary structure, it was proposed that the M state is a 

topological isomer of the native conformation, with an incorrect strand crossing within 

the core that can only be resolved with extensive unfolding of the ribozyme. Four 

possible incorrect strand crossings were suggested, and modeling indicated that these 

strand crossings were sterically feasible (108, 109). 

One of these topology models also provided a possible resolution to the paradox 

that alt-P3 formation is required for formation of the M state but is not present in M. In 

this model, formation of alt-P3 early in folding leads to the incorrect arrangement of two 

single-stranded segments, J3/4 and J6/7, which cross each other in the ribozyme core 

(Figure 2.1A; see also Figure 2.10 and Section 2.4, Discussion). The imprint of alt-P3 is 

then retained in the form of this altered strand crossing – i.e. an alternative topology – 

even though alt-P3 is resolved during folding to the M state.  

This specific topology model also leads to the strong prediction that P3 would be 

transiently disrupted during refolding of M, because this disruption would allow the 

domains to move relative to each other and to exchange the incorrect topology for the 

correct topology. To test this prediction, we systematically mutagenized P3 and used 

catalytic activity to monitor folding. We show that destabilizing P3 accelerates transitions 

between the native and misfolded species, while stabilizing P3 slows these transitions, 
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suggesting that P3 is indeed transiently disrupted. In-line probing supports and extends 

previous analyses of the native and misfolded conformations, and together the results 

strongly support the model in which this non-native core topology is adopted early in 

folding and persists in the M state even after the native secondary structure is formed 

later in folding. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. The Tetrahymena ribozyme and mutants used herein.  

(A) Ribozyme secondary structure. The ribozyme contains five long-range contacts, 

indicated by thick arrows. The P3 helix is shaded in gray. To the right of the diagram are 

depictions of the P3 helix in isolation and the short-range alternative helix alt-P3. (B-D) 

Point mutations are shown that are designed to destabilize the P3 helix by disrupting a 

single base pair (panel B) or stabilize P3 by creating an A-U base pair (panel C), a U-G 

wobble pair (panel C), or a C-G pair (panel D). 
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2.3 RESULTS 

2.3.1 Generation and characterization of P3 weakening and strengthening mutants 

 To test the model that P3 is disrupted during refolding of the misfolded ribozyme, 

we generated twelve mutants that are predicted to weaken P3 by creating single 

mismatches (Figure 2.1B) and four mutants that are predicted to strengthen P3 by adding 

a base pair, replacing the single internal mispair (Figure 2.1C-D). To maximize the 

chances of generating mutants that retain function, we used comparative sequence 

analysis to select nucleotides that are present in related group I introns (86). We first 

tested the mutants to ensure that they retained catalytic activity and that they misfolded. 

After prefolding to the native state by extended incubation at 50 °C, all of the mutants 

were catalytically active (Figure A1.1). Although some mutants displayed decreased rate 

constants of substrate cleavage, all were sufficiently active to allow catalytic activity to 

be used to measure native folding (72). For ten of the P3-weakening mutants, omission of 

the 50 °C pre-folding treatment resulted in a smaller ‘burst’ of substrate cleavage, 

indicating that these ribozyme mutants misfolded (described further below). For the other 

two P3-weakening mutants, G96C and C278G, just a brief folding incubation at 25 °C 

gave a population of all native ribozyme within the detection limit (data not shown), and 

other experiments showed that these two mutants indeed avoid accumulation of the M 

state (D.M. and R.R., unpublished results). For the P3-strengthening mutants, omission of 

the prefolding step gave predominantly misfolded ribozyme for one mutant (U101A, 

described further below), similar to the wild-type ribozyme, while the other three formed 

70-75% native ribozyme (data not shown). At face value, this latter result is consistent 
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with previous results for folding of U273A, which led to the conclusion that this mutant 

avoided misfolding (103, 105). However, further analysis, described below (see Section 

2.3.3, P3 is disrupted during refolding to the native state), indicated that smaller but 

significant fractions of these three mutants indeed misfolded, and we used catalytic 

activity to monitor refolding of the misfolded populations to the native state. 
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Figure 2.2. In-line probing of the wild-type ribozyme.  

(A) Nucleotide positions that gave detectable cleavage by in-line probing of the native 

ribozyme. Values are reported as the normalized average and standard deviation from at 

least two experiments (see Section 2.5, Materials and Methods). (B) Comparison of 

backbone cleavages observed in the misfolded and native states of the wild-type 

ribozyme. Red bars indicate mutations that give 2-fold or greater changes, highlighting 

the largest differences. The red dashed lines demarcate 2-fold changes. (C) Positions 

within the three-dimensional structure of the ribozyme of nucleotides that gave detectable 

cleavage in in-line probing experiments (colored by domain). (D) Positions of nucleotides 

that gave differences by in-line probing in the M and N states. Nucleotides that were 

cleaved to a greater extent in the misfolded state colored pale red and those that were 

cleaved to a greater extent in the native state colored pale blue. In panels c and d a 

ribozyme model is shown (95), with the P2 domain in orange, P3-P8 domain in red, P4-

P6 in purple, P5abc in blue, and P9 in green. Regions not probed are in gray. P1 and P10 

are omitted for clarity. Nucleotide A105 is indicated by a black dot. 
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2.3.2 In-line probing to detect formation of the M state 

To determine whether the mutants fold to the same M state as the wild-type 

ribozyme, we compared the misfolded structures using in-line probing, which measures 

spontaneous cleavage that occurs preferentially at unpaired, flexible nucleotides (60, 

122). To determine whether in-line probing gives distinct signals for the M and N states, 

as well as to further probe the structure of the M state, we first applied the method to the 

wild-type ribozyme. Strand cleavage was observed at 31 positions within the native 

ribozyme, which were resolved to individual nucleotides or small groups of nucleotides 

(Figure 2.2A). The same positions gave cleavage in the M state, highlighting the 

similarity of these structures. Of the 44 total nucleotides that were reactive, 27 gave 

indistinguishable intensities in the N and M states, whereas 17 were differentially 

reactive (Figure 2.2B). While the reactive nucleotides were spread throughout the 

ribozyme (Figure 2.2C), the differences were clustered in the core, with 11 of them 

present within 12 Å of A105 (at the junction of the P4-P6 and P3-P7 domains) and all but 

two within 20 Å (Figure 2.2D). Of the 17 nucleotides, 13 gave greater cleavage in the M 

state, perhaps reflecting increased dynamics (123). The localization of the differences 

within the core is in good agreement with previous DMS and hydroxyl radical 

footprinting results (Figure A1.2), and several of the nucleotides that gave differences by 

in-line probing overlapped or were close to regions that gave differences with the other 

probes (109). Specifically, all three probes gave differential reactivity within P7, 

including changes at the same nucleotide (A269), and in-line probing and DMS both gave 

differences in J6/6a and J9.1/9.1a, which pack against the P7-P3-P8 helical stack. 
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 We then performed in-line probing of one P3-weakening mutant (C98U) and one 

P3-strengthening mutant (U101A). Both mutants gave intensity patterns in the N state 

and differences in the M state that mirrored those of each other and the wild-type 

ribozyme, indicating that they all form the same M state (Figure 2.3). Most of the other 

mutants could not be probed by this method because their refolding is too fast or because 

only small fractions fold to M. However, the catalytic activity assays below reveal 

parallels in behavior of all of the mutants that misfold, and we infer that they all form a 

common M state, allowing the results below to be interpreted in terms of the structure 

and properties of this state. 
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Figure 2.3. In-line probing of mutant ribozymes.  

Cleavage levels are shown for nucleotides that gave detectable cleavage of the C98U and 

U101A mutants in the native state (panel A) and in the misfolded state (panel B). Results 

from the wild-type ribozyme (WT) are shown for comparison.  
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2.3.3 P3 is disrupted during refolding to the native state 

We then used this collection of mutants to probe the structure of the M state by 

monitoring the kinetics of the folding transition to the N state. This transition is complex 

and includes both unfolding and folding steps (109); for simplicity we refer to the entire 

transition as refolding of M. We reasoned that if the native P3 helix is present in the M 

state and is disrupted in the transition state for refolding, destabilizing P3 should facilitate 

disruption of the helix and increase the rate constant. Likewise, stabilizing the helix 

should decrease the rate constant. For the P3-weakening mutants, we generated the 

misfolded ribozyme in a brief incubation at 25 °C and 10 mM Mg
2+

. We then transferred 

the ribozyme to 37 °C to measure refolding under the same conditions as previous 

analyses (105, 106, 109) by withdrawing aliquots at various folding times and 

determining the fraction of added substrate that is cleaved rapidly (Figure 2.4A) (72). The 

P3-weakening mutants refolded approximately 3-fold to 30-fold faster than the wild-type 

ribozyme (Figure 2.4B, Figure A1.3, and Table 1). Refolding was generally faster at 

lower Mg
2+

 concentrations and occurred in a single exponential phase under all 

conditions tested, as expected for a single misfolded conformation or an ensemble of 

rapidly interconverting conformations (Figure A1.4) (105).  
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Figure 2.4. Refolding of misfolded P3-weakening mutants.  

(A) Reaction scheme. (B) Refolding of wild-type ribozyme (filled circles, 0.0023 min
-1

) 

and two representative P3-weakening mutant ribozymes, C98U (open squares, 0.0059 

min
-1

) and G272A (open diamonds, 0.036 min
-1

). Analogous refolding curves are shown 

for all of the P3-weakening mutants in Figure A1.3, and rate constants are given in Table 

1. The values for the fraction of native ribozyme are normalized by the amplitudes for 

reactions in which the ribozyme was prefolded to the native state (Figure A1.1).  

 

Table 2.1 Rate constants for refolding to the native state of P3-weakening mutants. 

Ribozyme M-to-N Refolding at 37 °C M-to-N Refolding at 25 °C 

 krefold (min
-1

) 
a
 Rel krefold (min

-1
) Rel 

Wild-Type 0.0023 ± 0.0002 (1) 0.00022 (1) 

A97C 0.024 ± 0.001 10 0.00027 1.2 

C98U 0.0059 ± 0.0005 2.6 0.00070 3.2 

C99U 0.019 ± 0.002 8.4 0.0019 8.6 

G100A 0.023 ± 0.001 9.9 0.0017 7.7 

C102G 0.0077 ± 0.001 3.4 0.00067 3.0 

G272A 0.036 ± 0.0023 16 0.0036 16 

C274G 0.0058 ± 0.0003 2.5 0.00048 2.2 

G275A 0.012 ± 0.001 5.1 0.00067 3.0 

G276A 0.062 ± 0.012 27 0.0080 36 

U277G 0.026 ± 0.002 12 0.0026 12 
a
 Values represent the average and standard error from at least two experiments.
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 We performed a double mutant cycle to confirm that the effects of the mutations 

arise from destabilizing P3. The A97C:U277G mutant includes two point mutations that 

disrupt a base pair and accelerate refolding when introduced individually (10-fold for 

A97C and 12-fold for U277G; Table 1), but restore base pairing when introduced 

together. Rather than giving independent effects, i.e. 120-fold faster refolding, the double 

mutant gave a rate constant within 2-fold of that for the wild-type ribozyme (Figure 2.5). 

Together, these results provide strong support for the presence of the P3 helix in M and 

its disruption during refolding to N. 

 

Figure 2.5. Restoration of a disrupted base pair in P3 slows ribozyme refolding.  

(A) The double-mutant cycle for A97C:U277G. The numbers represent the rate constants 

for refolding, relative to that of the wild-type ribozyme (0.0023 min
-1

), for each mutant. 

(B) Refolding of the ribozymes listed in panel A at 37 °C and in 50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 

7.0, 10 mM Mg
2+

, and 1 mM guanosine. The values for the fraction of native ribozyme 

are normalized by the amplitude for reactions in which each ribozyme was pre-folded to 

the native state. The refolding curves for the wild-type ribozyme and the single mutants 

are reproduced from Figure 2.4 and Figure A1.3, respectively. 
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 Next we tested the P3-strengthening mutants. The U101A mutant showed clear 

misfolding and refolding to N. The refolding transition was slower than that of the wild-

type ribozyme (6-fold), as expected (Figure 2.6A). The other three P3-strengthening 

mutants were less straightforward. They formed predominantly native ribozyme rapidly 

upon Mg
2+

 addition, as observed previously for one of them (103, 105), and incubations 

under standard conditions or at 50 °C did not give readily detectable increases in the 

fraction of native ribozyme (Figure 2.6B and Table 2). Nevertheless, the native fraction 

was smaller than for other ribozyme variants, leaving open the possibility that a fraction 

of the population misfolded and was very long-lived. To test this possibility, we added 

Na
+
 during the refolding incubation, which was shown previously to accelerate refolding 

of the wild-type ribozyme (109). With as little as 150 mM added Na
+
, U273A and 

U273G gave clear increases in the burst amplitude, with transitions that were slower than 

that of the wild-type ribozyme by 28- and 43-fold, respectively, under the same 

conditions (Figure 2.6C and Figure A1.5). The Na
+
 concentration dependences were 

similar for the U273A, U273G, U101A, and wild-type ribozymes, suggesting that they all 

form the same M state (Figure 2.6D). For the U101A:U273G double mutant, refolding 

was slower still, and a combination of Na
+
 and elevated temperature (50 °C) was used to 

measure refolding (Table 2). 
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Figure 2.6. Refolding of misfolded P3-strengthening mutant ribozymes.  

(A) Refolding of U101A at 37 °C and 10 mM Mg
2+

. The values for the fraction of native 

ribozyme are normalized by the amplitude for a reaction in which the ribozyme was pre-

folded to the native state. (B) Folding progress curves at 37 °C and 10 mM Mg
2+

 for 

U273A, U273G, and U101C:U273G P3-strengthening mutants in the absence of 

additional Na
+
. The values for the fraction of native ribozyme are normalized by the 

amplitude for reactions in which each ribozyme was pre-folded to the native state. The 

refolding curve for the wild-type ribozyme is reproduced from Figure 2.4 for comparison. 

(C) Refolding of U273A. The concentrations of added Na
+
 (in addition to ~20 mM Na

+
 

present as a component of the 50 mM Na-MOPS buffer) are: 50 mM (filled circles), 100 

mM (open circles), 150 mM (filled squares), 200 mM (open squares), 300 mM (filled 

diamonds), and 400 mM (open diamonds). The values for the fraction of native ribozyme 

are normalized by the amplitudes for reactions in which the ribozyme was pre-folded to 

the native state (Figure A1.1). (D) Refolding rate dependence on Na
+
 concentration for 

P3-strengthening mutant ribozymes. Data for refolding of U101C:U273G is excluded in 

this plot because the experiment was performed at a higher temperature (50 °C) and thus 

is not directly comparable. 
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Table 2.2 Rate constants for refolding to the native state of P3-strengthening mutants. 

Ribozyme 

37 °C 37 °C; 150 mM Na
+
 50 °C; 150 mM Na

+
 

krefold (min
-1

) Rel krefold (min
-1

) Rel krefold (min
-1

) Rel 

Wild-Type 0.0023 (1) 0.66 (1) 33 
a
 (1) 

U101A 0.00035 0.15 0.19 0.29 -- -- 

U273A -- -- 0.024 0.036 -- -- 

U273G -- -- 0.015 0.023 -- -- 

U101C:U273G -- -- -- -- 0.024 0.00073 
a
 Calculated as the value measured under standard conditions at 37 °C (0.0023 min

–1
 

column 1) multiplied by the effects of adding 150 mM Na
+
 (290-fold, column 2) and 

raising the temperature to 50 °C (50-fold, ref. (109)). 

 

 The refolding rate constants were used to calculate the extent to which each 

mutation altered the stability of the M state relative to the transition state for refolding. 

The experimental ΔΔG values range from 2.0 kcal mol
-1

 (destabilizing) to -3.9 kcal mol
-1

 

(stabilizing). In Figure 2.7, these values are plotted against the values predicted from 

thermodynamic parameters (124-128). There is qualitative agreement between the 

measured and predicted values, but significant differences are present. The measured free 

energy differences are generally smaller than the predicted ones, perhaps because of 

differences in solution conditions from those used to generate the predicted values or 

because of complicating effects of the higher-order structure of the ribozyme. In addition, 

the weakening mutants give approximately equal values despite a range of predicted 

effects. The simplest model to account for this effect is that when P3 is destabilized there 

is a change in rate-limiting step, perhaps to disruption of a peripheral tertiary contact or 

contacts (see Figure 2.10 and Section 2.4, Discussion) (106). Together, the results in this 

section provide strong evidence that P3 is disrupted during refolding from the M state to 

the native state. 
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Figure 2.7. Comparison of predicted and experimentally derived ΔΔG values are plotted 

for each of the P3-weakening mutant ribozymes.  

P3-weakening mutant ribozymes are shown in green and P3-strengthening mutant 

ribozymes are shown in red. ΔΔG values for U273A, U273G, and U101C:U273G were 

measured in the presence of 150 mM added Na
+
. The gray dotted line represents a match 

between the measured and calculated ΔΔG values (124-128). 

 

2.3.4 P3 disruption during unfolding of the native ribozyme 

 If P3 is disrupted during the transition from the misfolded to the native state, the 

same should be true for the reverse reaction. It is not straightforward to measure this 

transition directly because the native structure is much more stable than the misfolded 

state (105, 123). However, upon dilution of Mg
2+

 the native state is destabilized and 

unfolds to intermediates or unfolded species that are no longer committed to fold directly 

to N and will instead fold to M upon Mg
2+

 addition (105). Although the lower Mg
2+

 

concentration is certain to change the folding landscape dramatically and may lead to 
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new pathways and intermediates, we reasoned that the most basic features of the 

rearrangements that allow exchange of the M and N states may be maintained. 

 To measure unfolding of the wild-type ribozyme, we folded it to the native state 

at 50 °C and then added excess EDTA to chelate Mg
2+

 ions (Figure 2.8A). The reaction 

was performed at low temperature (0 °C) to slow the transitions sufficiently for manual 

pipetting. At various times after EDTA addition we re-added Mg
2+

 at 25 °C and 

measured by catalytic activity the fraction of the ribozyme that remained native or 

remained committed to fold to the native state upon Mg
2+

 addition. The loss of 

commitment to native folding occurred with two phases, a rapid phase (> 10 min
-1

) of 

variable amplitude followed by a slower phase (0.15 ± 0.03 min
-1

) (Figure 2.8B). The 

origin of the fast phase is unclear, but it may arise as an artifact from transiently greater 

EDTA concentrations immediately upon mixing, and we focused on the slow phase. 

Addition of 50 mM Na
+
 with EDTA further decreased this rate constant to a value of 

0.050 ± 0.014 min
-1

. 

 Mutations that weakened P3 increased the observed rate constant for loss of 

native folding, in qualitative agreement with their effects on refolding (Figure 2.8B and 

Table 3). However, the accelerations were larger than in the refolding reaction, and some 

for some mutants only a lower limit could be determined. The P3-strengthening mutants 

gave slower transitions than the wild-type ribozyme, also in qualitative agreement with 

their effects on refolding of M (Figure 2.8C and Table 3). Again there was a general but 

imperfect correspondence between the observed and predicted ΔΔG values. For the P3-

weakening mutants, the observed values largely matched the predicted values up to the 
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detection limit of ~3.5 kcal mol
-1

 (Figure 2.8D). This indicates that P3 disruption remains 

rate-limiting for this transition even when it is dramatically accelerated by weakening P3 

with mutations (see below). In contrast, the effects of the P3-strengthening mutant 

ribozymes were smaller than the calculated values and appeared to reach a plateau (see 

Section 2.4, Discussion).  

 

Table 2.3 Rate constants for unfolding of the native ribozyme to intermediates that form 

M. 
a
 

P3-weakening mutants 
b
 P3-strengthening mutants 

c
 

Ribozyme kunfold (min
-1

) Rel 
d
 Ribozyme kunfold (min

-1
) Rel 

Wild-Type 0.050 ± 0.014 (1) Wild-Type 0.15 ± 0.034 (1) 

A97C 11 ± 3.9 410 ± 52 U101A 0.027 ± 0.0095 0.28 ± 0.1 

C98U 0.47 ± 0.24 14 ± 0.86 U273A 0.026 ± 0.0036 0.25 ± 0.08 

C99U 1.8 ± 1.2 48 ± 11 U273G 0.026 ± 0.0034 0.22 ± 0.06 

G100A 2.1 ± 1.1 61 ± 4.9 U101C:U273G 0.013 ± 0.0017 0.091 ± 0.03 

C102G 9.9 ± 6.4 220 ± 72    

G272A 2.3 ± 0.90 100 ± 3.6    

C274G ≥ 15 ≥ 300    

G275A ≥ 15 ≥ 300    

G276A ≥ 15 ≥ 300    

U277G ≥ 15 ≥ 300    
a
 Values represent the average and standard error from at least two experiments. 

b
 Unfolding reactions were performed at 0 °C in the presence of standard buffer plus 50 

mM Na
+
. 

c
 Unfolding reactions were performed at 0 °C in the absence of added Na

+
. 

d
 Relative values are given as the average of the corresponding values calculated 

independently for each experiment. Error is given as standard error.
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Figure 2.8. Ribozyme unfolding monitored by catalytic activity.  

(A) Reaction scheme. EDTA is added to chelate Mg
2+

 and the time is varied before Mg
2+

 

is again added. This addition allows the ribozyme to fold back to the native state or to 

misfold. (B) Unfolding of the wild-type ribozyme (black circles) and the P3-weakening 

mutants C98U (open squares), G272A (filled triangles), and G276A (filled squares) at 0 

°C and 50 mM Na
+
. The amplitude for the faster phase of unfolding generally is 0.15 – 

0.2, although in some experiments the amplitude was as large as 0.65. (C) Unfolding of 

the wild-type ribozyme (black circles) and the P3-strengthening mutants U101A (open 

triangles), U273A (red-over-white squares), U273G (white-over-red squares), and 

U101C:U273G (white discs inset in red squares) at 0 °C. (D) Comparison of the 

predicted and experimentally observed ΔΔG values for unfolding of P3-weakening 

mutants (green) or P3-strengthening mutants (red). The corresponding ΔΔG values for 

refolding (gray) are reproduced from Figure 2.7 for comparison. 
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2.3.5 Extensive unfolding precedes P3 disruption 

 A likely model to account for the result that P3 unfolding remains rate-limiting 

for the loss of commitment to native folding across a broad range of P3 stabilities is that 

that the peripheral contacts are disrupted rapidly, as they presumably have to be disrupted 

first to allow P3 to unwind (Scheme 2.1). Unlike during refolding in the presence of 

Mg
2+

, here the loss of tertiary structure is likely to be favorable, such that P3 would then 

be disrupted from a ground-state intermediate that has already lost global compaction.  

 

 
Scheme 2.1 

 

 To test this model, we turned to small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS).(111, 129) 

We used a custom-built mixing device to monitor EDTA-induced unfolding of native 

ribozyme under the conditions of catalytic activity measurements. The wild-type 

ribozyme was dramatically expanded within the dead time (0.5 – 1 s), giving a rate 

constant of ≥7 s
-1

 (Figure 2.9A and B), at least three orders of magnitude faster than the 

loss of commitment to native folding measured by catalytic activity. In this transition, the 
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radius of gyration (Rg) increased from 47 Å to 70 Å, nearly the same as the value of 76 Å 

measured for the unfolded ribozyme in the absence of Mg
2+

 and EDTA (data not shown) 

(108, 111). In the presence of 50 mM Na
+
, the resulting Rg value was 66 Å, similar to but 

slightly lower than the value obtained in a static measurement in the absence of Mg
2+

 and 

EDTA but at the same Na
+
 concentration (71 Å, data not shown). There was no further 

increase in the Rg value with increasing unfolding time up to 3 h, such that these small 

differences, also evident from the Kratky representations of the data, were most likely 

caused by the differences in solution conditions (Figure 2.9A and data not shown). 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Monitoring global unfolding of native ribozyme by SAXS.  

(A) Kratky plots of the wild-type ribozyme at 2 °C and 50 mM Na
+
 after free Mg

2+
 

removal by EDTA addition. Unfolding times are 1 s (blue), 6 s (purple), 15 s (green), and 

25 s (orange) after addition of EDTA. Also shown for comparison are plots of the native 

ribozyme (black), unfolded ribozyme (gray), and a 3 hr time point after EDTA-mediated 

Mg
2+

 removal (red). (B) Time course of ribozyme expansion at 2 °C and 50 mM Na
+
. Rg 

values are plotted against time after addition of EDTA. 
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Similar results were obtained for a representative set of mutants. The P3-

weakening mutant C99U and P3-strengthening mutants U101A and U101C:U273G gave 

rapid expansions and no further changes across the observation time (Figure 2.9B). The 

C99U mutant loses the commitment for native folding on the timescale of this experiment 

(see above), suggesting that the structural rearrangement responsible for this loss of 

native folding is not detected by SAXS. 

 Together the results from catalytic activity assays and SAXS indicate that 

unfolding occurs in two discrete steps under these very low Mg
2+

 conditions: the 

peripheral tertiary contacts are disrupted rapidly, giving a dramatic loss of compaction 

but not a loss of commitment to native folding, and then P3 is disrupted more slowly in a 

transition that gives little or no change when monitored by SAXS. It is this disruption of 

P3 from a globally unfolded structure that allows the rearrangement, postulated to be a 

change in topology, that leads to misfolding upon subsequent addition of Mg
2+

 (see 

Section 2.4, Discussion). 

 

2.4 DISCUSSION 

 The Tetrahymena group I intron ribozyme has been known to form alternative 

conformations for more than twenty years and known to fold to a dominant long-lived 

misfolded intermediate for a decade, but our understanding of the physical events that 

lead to misfolding and the non-native structural features of the misfolded intermediate 

remain incomplete. Here we have provided strong evidence that the core helix P3 is 

disrupted during transitions from the M state to the native state and from the N state to 
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intermediates that can subsequently misfold upon Mg
2+

 re-addition. Together with 

previous results supporting extensive unfolding of the periphery during refolding of M 

(109), this work indicates that transitions between the highly structured misfolded state 

and the native state require extensive unfolding of both the periphery and the core. The 

requirement for unfolding within the core provides further support for models in which 

the misfolded conformation is a topological isomer of the native state and supports a 

specific topological change, as noted in the Introduction and outlined in more detail 

below. Further, as described below, the extensive unfolding of both periphery and core 

suggests that the transition state ensemble for interconversion of the M and N states 

resembles early folding intermediates. 

 

2.4.1 A specific topology model for the M state 

It was shown previously that the misfolded intermediate is highly structured, 

including extensive native core and peripheral structure, and native peripheral contacts 

are disrupted during refolding from the M state (48, 109). The large amount of native 

structure in the M state and the requirement for peripheral unfolding suggested that the 

origin of misfolding was likely to be topological (109). There are three single-stranded 

segments within the core, J3/4, J6/7, and J8/7, that could be crossed incorrectly with any 

of the others while still allowing an overall folded state of the RNA with extensive native 

structure (three possible crosses) (109, 130). Additionally, J6/7 could be imagined to 

cross further to the 3´ from J8/7, within the J7/9 segment, giving a cross that is 

topologically the same as a cross of J6/7 and J8/7 (109).  
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Of these strand crossings, only the one between J3/4 and J6/7 requires that both 

the peripheral contacts and P3 be disrupted in transitions between the M and N states 

(Figure 2.10). In the native structure, J3/4 emanates from P3 and passes behind the P7 

helix and J6/7 (in the standard view of the ribozyme). In the misfolded arrangement, J3/4 

remains behind P7 but passes in front of J6/7, crossing it incorrectly. The most 

straightforward mechanism to resolve this topological error is to first disrupt the long-

range tertiary contacts and then separate the strands of P3, allowing the 5´ strand of P3, 

along with the P1/P2 subdomain, to thread between the P4-P6 and P3-P8 subdomains and 

move to the back of the molecule (Figure 2.10). This movement would allow formation 

of the correct topology, formation of P3, and ultimately reformation of native tertiary 

contacts and generation of the native state.  

Although non-topological origins for misfolding have not been ruled out, they are 

increasingly unlikely in light of the results herein. A small and local structural difference 

in the core would be consistent with the prior and current footprinting results, and in 

principle could give a folding transition that is accelerated by P3 disruption. However, it 

is difficult to envision such a local difference giving a transition that is so slow and so 

dependent on P3 disruption. Indeed, P3 strengthening mutants give up to 1400-fold 

slowing, indicating that any pathway that does not involve P3 disruption is at least 1400-

fold slower than the pathway that includes its disruption. This strict requirement for P3 

disruption provides further strong evidence against local changes and in support of a 

topology change.  
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Figure 2.10. Structural model for interconversion of the native and misfolded 

conformations.  

The major domains are represented as cylinders, with the exception of P3-P8 which is 

depicted as black strands and P1 which is omitted for clarity. P4-P6 is purple, P5abc is 

blue, P9 is green, and P2 is orange, with the cylinders made transparent in order to more 

clearly see P3 and associated single-stranded regions. The single-stranded junctions J3/4, 

J6/7, and J8/7 are colored as shown in the insets. Starting from the misfolded state 

(bottom right), disruption of the peripheral tertiary contacts occurs prior to P3 disruption. 

These disruptions allow a rearrangement that generates the native topology (top left), and 

then the native state is generated by re-formation of P3 and the tertiary contacts (top 

right). 
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2.4.2 Intermediates in folding transitions between the native and misfolded states 

 The model for the M structure and the steps required for interconversion, as 

shown in Figure 2.10, also account well for the results of experiments that monitored 

unfolding from the native state to intermediates that lost the commitment to native 

folding (Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9). The effects of the P3 mutations indicate that the rate-

limiting step for this transition is the disruption of P3, and SAXS experiments showed 

that P3 disruption follows a global expansion that implies a loss of tertiary contacts. 

These experiments were performed in very low Mg
2+

 concentration and therefore probe a 

different folding landscape from the experiments monitoring refolding from the M state. 

Nevertheless, we propose that the intermediates shown in Figure 2.10 are relevant for 

both sets of conditions, because peripheral unfolding probably occurs first to allow 

rearrangements within the core. The key difference is that the low Mg
2+

 concentration 

stabilizes the expanded intermediate relative to the folded states, such that it accumulates 

as a rapidly-formed ground state (Figure 2.10). In contrast, analogous intermediates do 

not accumulate during refolding of M (I.J. and R.R., unpublished results).  

This model also provides a framework for further interpretation of earlier and 

current results. Incubation of the ribozyme with high Na
+
 concentration was shown 

previously to give formation of P3 and other structural changes (107, 121), and the 

intermediate was committed to fold to the native state upon Mg
2+

 addition. The loss of 

this commitment upon dilution of Na
+
, prior to Mg

2+
 addition, gave a similar time 

dependence as observed here upon Mg
2+

 depletion (Figure 2.8 and D.M. and R.R., 

unpublished results) (107). Thus, we suggest that although the starting states are different 
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in the two sets of experiments, the ribozyme expands rapidly to the same intermediate 

ensemble, which then undergoes the rate-limiting loss of P3 and subsequent topology 

change. The idea of different ground states for the two sets of experiments herein also 

provides an explanation for the different effects of modest increases in Na
+
 concentration. 

Addition of 50 mM Na
+
 slowed the unfolding transition (Figure 2.8), presumably by 

stabilizing the P3 helix while still favoring the rapid expansion to the intermediate state in 

the very low Mg
2+

 conditions. In contrast, the same Na
+
 concentration accelerated the 

refolding transition from M (Figure 2.6) (109), most  likely by displacing site-bound or 

delocalized Mg
2+

 ions, destabilizing tertiary structure and increasing the population of the 

expanded intermediate while retaining the M structure as the ground state.  

One result cannot be explained by the model in Figure 2.10. The P3 strengthening 

mutants gave smaller decreases in the experiments monitoring loss of native folding than 

in M refolding and gave a plateau with increased strengthening of P3. This plateau 

suggests that when P3 becomes sufficiently stable, an alternative pathway becomes 

dominant, which does not involve P3 disruption and is not shown in Figure 2.10. It is 

possible that the topology could be changed by rotating the entire P4-P6 domain 360° 

into the plane of the page. Regardless of the specific features of the alternative pathway, 

it is less accessible for refolding from the M state, where no plateau is observed with P3 

strengthening, perhaps because it requires transient formation of very extended 

conformations, which are more strongly disfavored in the presence of Mg
2+

.  
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2.4.3 The timing of native structure formation 

All of the P3 strengthening mutations increase the fraction of ribozyme that 

avoids the M state. These and previous results indicate that early formation of P3 directs 

folding along a pathway to the native state (107). On the other hand, if P3 forms later, the 

M state is generated preferentially, and the catalytic activity results herein show that 

refolding to the native state requires the disruption of P3 in addition to disruption of the 

peripheral structure. The simplest model is that the error that occurred early in folding 

can only be corrected by re-forming extended, ‘early’ folding intermediates, as shown in 

Figure 2.10. Indeed, earlier results suggested that the transition state ensemble lacks all 

five long-range tertiary contacts and the current results suggest that it lacks P3. Together, 

these contacts represent nearly all of the structure that is observed to form during Mg
2+

-

induced folding. 

Thus, the results are consistent with a model in which P3 is required to form 

early, and if it does not form early, the structure that forms subsequently is required to 

unfold, regenerating the set of intermediates from which the error occurred. A minor 

fraction of the population achieves this ‘backtracking’ during folding from the 

intermediate Itrap and therefore avoids the M state (10%, refs. (105, 106)), while most of 

the population continues folding to the more stable M state and must then backtrack more 

extensively to ultimately reach the native state. This ‘backtracking’ behavior would share 

key features with an earlier model in which correct and incorrect folding pathways were 

proposed to diverge exclusively from unfolded conformations (114). Here, rather than the 

position of the branchpoint relative to the overall folding process, we emphasize the 
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ordered folding; i.e. a misfolded intermediate unfolds sufficiently to return to a defined 

branchpoint, wherever it may lie within the overall folding pathway. Conceptually, 

ordered folding is consistent with folding energy landscapes that include channels, with 

misfolded intermediates as ‘dead-ends’ that must be resolved by backing up through the 

channel to a branchpoint (107, 131). At the physical level, ordered folding may arise for 

large RNAs if peripheral structure is built progressively around a central core, because an 

error in the core can only be corrected if the periphery unfolds transiently to allow 

rearrangements within the core. Ordered folding may also be present for RNP complexes, 

with the ordered steps including protein assembly steps. For example, early folding steps 

of the small ribosomal subunit rRNA are proposed to allow binding of certain ribosomal 

proteins, and these associations then allow additional RNA folding steps (132-136). Thus, 

at least key folding and assembly steps proceed in a defined order. A corollary of this 

model is that when one of these events happens in the wrong order, backtracking may be 

required to correct it. 

On the other hand, not all RNA misfolded structures are expected to display this 

behavior. An example is the alternative helix P(–1), which can form between the 5´ splice 

site of the Tetrahymena intron and a sequence upstream of it, blocking P1 formation (98). 

Because P(–1) is separate from the core intron structure and there is no indication that it 

is stabilized by intronic structure, there is no expectation that resolving P(–1) would 

require disruption of the intron structure. Thus, refolding of misfolded structures like P(–

1) could occur equally well early or late in folding.  
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The observation of ordered folding leads to the question of whether there are 

features in vivo that influence this behavior. Co-transcriptional folding is highly likely to 

change the order of contact formation because some contacts can form before other 

contact-forming regions are synthesized, and this may be important for avoiding the 

incorrect orders and the formation of trapped intermediates (50, 137, 138). However, 

there is no expectation for co-transcriptional folding to influence the degree to which a 

certain order is required. It is possible that chaperone proteins can decrease the 

requirement for ordered contact formation by disrupting local structures that are 

otherwise long-lived, thereby allowing additional folding or refolding pathways to 

become viable (7, 10, 139-141). Nevertheless, much of the requirement for ordered 

folding may arise from the basic structural and architectural features of RNA, and the 

main function of chaperones may be to generate local unfolding, providing additional 

opportunities for higher-order folding steps to proceed in the correct order. 

 

2.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.5.1 Materials 

The L-21/ScaI Tetrahymena ribozyme was purified using Qiagen RNeasy 

columns as described (142). The oligonucleotide substrate (CCCUCUA5, rSA5) 

(Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO) was 5´-end-labeled with [γ-
32

P] ATP using T4 

polynucleotide kinase and purified by non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

as described (143). RNA concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically using 
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the following extinction coefficients: wild-type and mutant ribozymes, 3.9 x 10
6
 M

-1
 cm

-

1
; rSA5, 1.09 x 10

5
 M

-1
 cm

-1
. 

 

2.5.2 In-line probing 

 Ribozymes were 5´-end-labeled with [γ-
32

P] ATP using T4 polynucleotide kinase 

or 3´-end-labeled with [α-
32

P] dATP and were purified by non-denaturing polyacrylamide 

gel electrophoresis as described (143, 144). Wild-type ribozyme (100 nM with a trace 

concentration of 3´- or 5´-
32

P-labeled ribozyme) was incubated in 10 mM MgCl2 (50 mM 

Na-MOPS, pH 7.0) for 15 min at 25 °C to generate misfolded ribozyme or for 45-60 min 

at 50 °C to generate native ribozyme. Analogous reactions were performed with 5´-end-

labeled C98U and U101A mutants. Additional MgCl2 was added to a total concentration 

of 100 mM to reduce refolding during the in-line probing incubation (40-100 hr at 25 °C) 

(105). The extent of backbone cleavage was measured by using an 8% denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel (7 M urea, 70 mM tris-HCl, 20 mM taurine, 0.4 mM EDTA). Size 

marker lanes were 5´-radiolabeled ribozyme digested with ribonuclease T1 (15 min at 37 

°C, 1 mM Na-citrate, pH 8.2) or subjected to partial alkaline hydrolysis (5 min at 95 °C, 

50 mM NaHCO3/Na2CO3, 1 mM EDTA, pH 9.2). Intensity values were normalized by 

the average intensity of all cleaved positions. 

 

2.5.3 Measurement of substrate cleavage 

 P3-weakening mutant ribozymes were incubated in 50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0, 1 

mM guanosine, and 50 mM MgCl2 for 40 min at 50 °C to fold the ribozymes to the native 
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state. Ribozymes were transferred to 25 °C and substrate was added to initiate the 

cleavage reaction. P3-strengthening mutant ribozymes in identical solution conditions as 

above were incubated for 75 min at 50 °C to fold the ribozymes to the native state. 

Aliquots were removed from the cleavage reaction at various times and further catalytic 

activity was quenched by addition of formamide and EDTA. Radiolabeled product 

(CCCUCU) was separated from uncleaved substrate on a 7 M urea/20% denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel. 

 

2.5.4 Measuring formation of the native state 

 Refolding from the misfolded state was measured for the wild-type ribozyme, the 

P3-weakening mutants, and the U101A mutant by incubating the ribozymes with 10 mM 

MgCl2 for 10-20 min at 25 °C (50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0) to generate misfolded 

ribozyme (50% to 90% of the population, depending on the ribozyme). The ribozymes 

were transferred to 37 °C to measure the rate of refolding to the native state. In some 

experiments, the Mg
2+

 concentration was changed at this stage. At various times, aliquots 

were removed and further refolding was inhibited by adding 50 mM MgCl2 at 25 °C. The 

fraction of native ribozyme was determined by catalytic activity as described (72, 105, 

109). Free energy differences between the mutants and the wild-type ribozyme (ΔΔG) 

were calculated from the refolding rate constants using equation (2.1): 

 ΔΔG = RT ln(krefold
mutant

 / krefold
wild-type

) (2.1) 

 For the other P3-strengthening mutants, refolding was monitored by incubating 

the ribozymes in 10 mM MgCl2 (50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0) to generate a small 
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population of misfolded ribozyme (see Section 2.3, Results). The Na
+
 concentration was 

increased by adding the indicated amount of NaCl and the temperature was shifted to 37 

°C for U273A and U273G, or to 50 °C for U101C:U273G. At various times, aliquots 

were removed, the Na
+
 concentration was decreased ~10-fold by dilution, and further 

refolding was inhibited by the addition of 50 mM MgCl2 at 25 °C. The fraction of native 

ribozyme was determined as above. 

 

2.5.5 Measuring loss of commitment for native folding 

 Native ribozyme was generated by incubation at 50 °C for 45–60 min in 10 mM 

MgCl2 (50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0). For P3-strengthening mutants, the temperature was 

shifted to 0 °C and unfolding was initiated by the addition of 15 mM EDTA (50 mM Na-

MOPS, pH 7.0). For the P3-weakening mutants, 50 mM NaCl was added simultaneously 

with 15 mM EDTA. At various times, aliquots were transferred into two volumes of 50 

mM MgCl2 (50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0), followed by incubation at 25 °C for 4 min to 

allow folding to the native and misfolded states. When necessary, reactions were stored 

briefly at 0 °C after the folding incubation, and then the fraction of native ribozyme was 

determined by catalytic activity as above. Free energy changes between the mutants and 

the wild-type ribozyme (ΔΔG) were calculated using eq. 1. 

 

2.5.6 Small-angle X-ray scattering 

Measurements were performed at the Advanced Photon Source beamline 12-ID-

C, using a sample-detector distance of 2 m and 1 s exposure time (12 keV) at a sample 
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concentration of 1 µM. Static measurements were performed with 20x 1 s exposures that 

were averaged. Time-resolved measurements were performed using a custom-built, 

remotely controlled syringe-pump based mixing device, with a dead time of 0.5 – 1 s. 

The temperature was maintained at 2 °C or 25 °C to mimic activity measurements. Long 

(3 h) time points were measured as static samples after incubation on ice in the 

laboratory. SAXS data were circularly averaged and analyzed using Igor Pro 

(WaveMetrics). Radius of gyration (Rg) values were estimated using the pair distribution 

function P(r) and the Guinier approximation (129). 
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Chapter 3: Access to Multiple Native Folding Pathways of the 

Tetrahymena Ribozyme Is Modulated by P3 Helix Stability 

 

3.1 ABSTRACT 

RNAs have a strong propensity to adopt misfolded conformations, but knowledge 

of the physical origins or folding transitions to allow or avoid misfolding remains 

incomplete.  The Tetrahymena group I intron ribozyme forms an intermediate termed Itrap 

from which the native state (N) and a topologically different, long-lived misfolded 

conformation (M) ultimately form.  Refolding from M to N required disruption of the 

long-range interaction P3, leading to the question of whether P3 exists in Itrap and must be 

disrupted to avoid misfolding.  To address this question, we used sixteen mutants 

designed to weaken or strengthen P3, with weakening P3 predicted to accelerate escape 

from Itrap if the transition required P3 disruption.  Catalytic activity showed that 

weakening P3 did not accelerate escape from Itrap.  Furthermore, P3-weakening mutants 

generated a larger fraction of N, supporting a model wherein partitioning between M and 

N, not escape from Itrap, requires P3 disruption. P3-strengthening mutants also generated 

more N, likely by folding through a different pathway that avoids Itrap. We tested this 

model by measuring the rate constant for folding through a discrete point of commitment 

to native folding and show that P3-weakening mutants fold with late commitment, similar 

to wild-type ribozyme.  P3-strengthening mutants folded with early commitment, 

implying equilibrium involving correct and incorrect P3 secondary structure.  Overall, the 

results point to a model where P3 stability strongly modulates the probability of 
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misfolding by influencing two separate pathways, either by avoiding incorrect topology 

formation or giving a second opportunity to correct topology before misfolding 

ultimately occurs. 

 

3.2 INTRODUCTION 

 Folding of structured RNAs into an active native conformation that can carry out 

essential biological processes largely proceeds in a sequential and hierarchical manner (9, 

110). Secondary structure composed of helical stacks of base-paired nucleotides typically 

form rapidly and occasionally can be very stable even when isolated from one another in 

the absence of long-range structure (40). Collapse and stabilization of the overall RNA 

into its tertiary structure occurs via base-base and base-backbone contacts between 

various helical and loop regions (111, 112). However, the relative similarity of the four 

standard RNA bases leaves this process susceptible to the formation and accumulation of 

stable and long-lived intermediates, as exemplified by the prevalence of such alternate 

conformations during folding of many RNAs (7, 48, 62, 65, 66, 88, 104, 113-115). 

Escape from these kinetically-trapped intermediates and subsequent productive folding to 

the native state typically requires partial unfolding (10, 115, 116). 

The Tetrahymena thermophila group I intron and its ribozyme derivative provide 

a powerful system to study formation of folding intermediates (Figure 3.1A) (25, 26, 85, 

104, 105, 114, 145). Early work using the ribozyme demonstrated the existence of a 

complex folding pathway containing multiple intermediates, including two misfolded 

intermediates prior to formation of the native state (N) (45, 100, 101, 104, 105, 146). 
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Under standard conditions in vitro, essentially the entire population folds to the first 

intermediate, Itrap, on a timescale of seconds (Scheme 3.1, lower pathway) (104). From 

Itrap, a small fraction folds to the N state while the remainder forms a long-lived 

misfolded intermediate termed M, from which refolding to the N state occurs on the 

timescale of hours (105, 106, 109). Global and local probes of RNA structure show that 

the M state is structurally similar to the N state and possesses all of the native secondary 

and tertiary contacts of N (107, 109). Similar examination of Itrap revealed substantial 

similarity to M, although significant differences in the catalytic core implied that further 

reorganization of this region was needed prior to folding to M (106). 
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Figure 3.1. The Tetrahymena ribozyme and mutants used herein.  

(A) Ribozyme secondary structure. The ribozyme contains five long-range contacts, 

indicated by thick arrows. The P3 helix is shaded in gray. (B-D) Point mutations are 

shown designed to destabilize the P3 helix by disrupting a single base pair (panel B) or 

stabilize P3 by creating an A-U Watson-Crick base pair (panel C), a U-G wobble pair 

(panel C), or a C-G pair (panel D). 
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 Prior work demonstrated that formation of a non-native base-pairing interaction 

within the catalytic core, alt-P3, correlated with folding to the M state, even though the M 

state contains the native long-range helix P3 (103, 107, 109). Global unfolding then was 

required to refold from the M state to the N state, involving disruption of all five 

peripheral tertiary contacts and P3, presumably to allow for exchange of incorrect 

topology within the catalytic core with the native topology (Chapter 2.4 and refs. (106, 

109)). The need to disrupt P3 contributed to the slow timescale of the folding transition to 

the native state, as mutants that weakened the helix accelerated refolding while mutants 

that strengthened P3 slowed refolding (Chapter 2.3.3). Previous studies provided strong 

evidence for initial formation of alt-P3 in folding, which then was displaced by P3 during 

folding to either the M state or to the N state (103, 109). However, when during folding 

that P3 replaced alt-P3 remained unknown. If P3 was present as early as Itrap, then 

subsequent structural rearrangements for escape from Itrap might require transient 

disruption of the helix. A second possibility is that P3 may not exist until formation of 

Icommitment, an intermediate that precedes an essentially irreversible kinetic step after which 

the ribozyme is committed to partitioning either to the M state or to the N state (105). 

Partitioning presumably requires global unfolding of the ribozyme to allow the small 

fraction of ribozyme to avoid the M state and fold to the native state (106). In this regard, 

the transition from Icommitment to the N state would comprise part of the backtracking 

pathway from M that occurs during refolding if P3 exists prior to the M and N states. 

Lastly, P3 may form prior to Itrap but disruption of P3 occurs during partitioning and not 

during the local structural disruptions that define escape from Itrap (106). 
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 The requirement for global unfolding in transitions from both Icommitment and the M 

state to allow folding to the N state highlights the model of ordered folding, represented 

here by early P3 formation allowing avoidance of the pathway that ultimately leads to M 

(Scheme 3.1, upper pathway). Evidence for this alternate pathway to native folding came 

from U273A, a mutant that stabilized P3 and destabilized alt-P3 and largely avoided 

misfolding (Chapter 2.3.3 and refs. (103, 109)). Subsequent work demonstrated that a 

small fraction of mutants predicted to significantly stabilize P3 folded to the M state 

(Chapter 2.3.3). Nevertheless, this second pathway represents another possible strategy to 

avoid misfolding, and in this case the stability of P3 early would determine which 

pathway was traversed by the ribozyme. 

 

 
 

Scheme 3.1 

 

 Here we test the questions of whether P3 helix exists in Itrap and Icommitment and if 

P3 is disrupted in escape from Itrap or in partitioning after Icommitment by systematically 

mutagenizing P3 and using catalytic activity to monitor folding. If P3 was present in Itrap 

and P3 disruption was required to fold to Icommitment, then the prediction for such a test is 

that weakening P3 would accelerate escape from Itrap. Additionally, if P3 was present in 

Icommitment and disrupted to allow partitioning to the N state, then the test would predict 
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that weakening P3 would increase the fraction of native ribozyme. We show that 

weakening P3 moderately slows escape from Itrap but allows for greater partitioning to the 

N state, demonstrating that P3 exists in Icommitment and presumably also exists in Itrap. The 

results support a model of transient P3 disruption in a pathway leading from Icommitment to 

allow native folding. Folding of the weakening mutants proceed through a late 

commitment point, further supporting the model of native P3 in Itrap and Icommitment. 

Further, our results strengthen the model of a second pathway for native folding, one 

populated upon sufficiently stabilizing P3 at an early commitment point defined by 

equilibrium between P3 and alt-P3. Overall, the results support a model of multiple 

pathways for a single ribozyme to achieve folding to the native state. 

 

3.3 RESULTS 

3.3.1 P3 disruption required for partitioning to N but not to escape from Itrap 

 We previously generated twelve mutant ribozymes that were predicted to weaken 

P3 (Figure 3.1B) and four mutants predicted to strengthen P3 (Figure 3.1C-D) and used 

them to demonstrate that P3 was disrupted during unfolding of M and subsequent folding 

to N (Chapter 2.3.3), the entire set of transitions we refer to as refolding. Thus, we used 

the same mutants here to monitor using a continuous assay the rate constant for native 

folding when starting from an unfolded intermediate (Figure 3.2A). Since escape from 

Itrap is rate-limiting for folding, a systematic increase in the rate constant upon weakening 

P3 directly addresses the question of whether escape from Itrap requires P3 disruption. 
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Figure 3.2. Native folding of P3-weakening mutants.  

(A) Reaction scheme of the continuous assay. (B) Folding of wild-type ribozyme in 10 

mM Mg
2+

 and at 25 °C (circles) or 37 °C (squares). (C-D) Folding of P3-weakening 

mutants (panel C) and P3-strengthening mutants (panel D) in 10 mM Mg
2+

 and at 25 °C 

(circles) or 37 °C (squares). Rate constants for the mutants are given in Table 3.1. The 

values for the fraction of native ribozyme are normalized by the amplitudes for reactions 

in which the ribozyme was prefolded to the native state (Figure A1.1). 
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Table 3.1 Rate constants for folding to the native state of wild-type and mutant 

ribozymes.
a
 

Ribozyme 

Folding at 25 °C Folding at 37 °C 

kfold (min
-1

) Rel % Native Rel kfold (min
-1

) Rel % Native Rel 

Wild-Type 0.29 ± 0.03 (1) 12 ± 3 (1) 0.61 ± 0.02 (1) 34 ± 2 (1) 

G96C
 

0.07 ± 0.02 0.24 100 8.3 0.24 ± 0.03 0.40 100 2.8 

A97C -- 
b
 -- 

b
 -- 

b
 -- 

b
 -- 

b
 -- 

b
 -- 

b
 -- 

b
 

C98U 0.33 ± 0.02 1.1 27 ± 13 2.3 0.69 ± 0.04 1.1 55 ± 4 1.6 

C99U 0.19 ± 0.03 0.66 31 ± 4 2.6 0.57 ± 0.04 0.93 60 ± 3 1.8 

G100A 0.21 ± 0.02 0.73 18 ± 1 1.5 0.54 ± 0.07 0.89 39 ± 4 1.2 

C102G -- 
c
 -- 

c
 -- 

c
 -- 

c
 -- 

c
 -- 

c
 -- 

c
 -- 

c
 

G272A 0.17 ± 0.01 0.58 15 ± 1 1.2 -- 
d
 -- 

d
 -- 

d
 -- 

d
 

C274G 0.78 ± 0.09 2.7 29 ± 0 2.5 0.82 ± 0.04 1.4 72 ± 1 2.1 

G275A 0.20 ± 0.03 0.70 40 ± 15 3.4 0.51 ± 0.03 0.84 62 ± 2 1.8 

G276A 0.10 ± 0.01 0.33 30 ± 8 2.5 0.37 ± 0.13 0.61 26 ± 3 0.8 

U277G 0.13 ± 0.01 0.45 50 ± 4 4.3 0.34 ± 0.02 0.56 70 ± 3 2.1 

C278G
 

0.06 ± 0.004 0.21 100 8.3 0.21 ± 0.02 0.35 100 2.8 

U101A 0.46 ± 0.05 1.4 29 ± 0 2.5 0.97 ± 0.1 1.6 42 ± 3 1.2 

U273A 0.75 ± 0.2 3.9 59 ± 7 4.8 1.0 ± 0.2 1.7 91 ± 9 2.7 

U273G 0.67 ± 0.2 3.1 53 ± 8 4.3 0.73 ± 0.1 1.2 88 ± 12 2.6 

U101C: 

U273G 
0.47 ± 0.2 2.8 71 ± 12 5.6 0.68 ± 0.1 1.1 100 ± 8 2.9 

a
 Errors in rate constants and fractions of native ribozyme are shown as standard 

error. 
b
 No burst of product was detected for A97C due to rapid product release (Table 

A2.1), preventing measurement of the fraction of native ribozyme. 
c
 Slow substrate cleavage by C102G (0.52 min

-1
, Figure A1.1) prevented use of the 

continuous assay to measure folding. 
d
 There was no detectable burst of product formation followed by a steady state phase 

when the continuous assay was performed at 37 °C for G272A, thus preventing the 

accurate determination of folding rate constant and fraction of native ribozyme. 

 

 Simultaneous addition of 10 mM Mg
2+

 and substrate allowed determination of the 

fraction of native ribozyme present from aliquots withdrawn at various folding times.  

For two P3-weakening mutants, A97C and C102G, slow substrate cleavage prevented use 

of the continuous assay or a discontinuous assay to measure folding and we did not 

examine them further (Appendix A.1). Of the remaining ten P3-weakening mutants, all 
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gave a rate constant within 3-fold of wild-type ribozyme (0.29 min
-1

; Figure 3.2B and 

Table 3.1) (72, 104), with eight giving a slightly smaller rate constant and one giving a 

larger rate constant (Figure 3.2C). Repetition of the continuous assay across a broad 

range of Mg
2+

 concentrations (10 mM – 200 mM) gave comparable rate constants (Table 

A2.2), indicating that the folding process that the assay monitored was Mg
2+

-

independent, consistent with the lack of Mg
2+

-dependence in folding of wild-type 

ribozyme (105). Furthermore, the folding rate constant increased concomitantly with 

incubation temperature up to 37 °C, which was previously observed for the wild-type 

ribozyme (104). 

 The overall slower folding of the P3-weakening mutants differed considerably 

from the results of previous work that measured the folding of mutants containing 

deletions of the peripheral tertiary contacts (Figure 3.3A). There, five of the seven 

mutants gave up to 5-fold larger rate constants (106). This strongly implies that the 

continuous assay is monitoring a folding process that differs from refolding, with the 

simplest model being folding to N along a pathway containing Itrap.  The simplest 

interpretation of this result is that escape from Itrap does not require P3 disruption, though 

the data does not directly resolve the question of whether P3 exists in Itrap. 

 We used the continuous assay to test the model that P3 is present in Icommitment and 

that disrupting the helix allows backtracking and subsequent native folding instead of 

continued folding to the M state (104, 105). The continuous assay monitors the fraction 

of ribozyme folded to the native state under conditions where release of one product 

occurs more slowly than overall folding, giving a burst of product (72). At 25 °C and 10 
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mM Mg
2+

, eight of the ten mutants gave up to 4-fold larger partitioning to the N state 

than wild-type ribozyme (12%; Figure 3.2C and Table 3.1). G96C and C278G avoided 

detectable formation of the M state and by definition gave ~8-fold greater partitioning to 

the N state than wild-type ribozyme. Monitoring folding of C278G with a discontinuous 

assay provided analogous results and suggested that G96C and C278G either avoided 

misfolding or did form M but refolded rapidly (Appendix A.2 and Figure A1.7). Similar 

to wild-type ribozyme, partitioning of the mutants did not vary when measured over a 

broad range of Mg
2+

 concentrations (Table A2.2). 

 The larger partitioning to the N state differed significantly from the partitioning 

behavior of the peripheral contact deletions, which almost universally gave smaller 

fractions of native ribozyme than wild-type ribozyme (Figure 3.3B). Together, the results 

here demonstrate that Icommitment contains P3 and that P3 must be disrupted to partition to 

the native state. Since escape from Itrap involves local structural transitions that occur on 

the P4-P6 face of the ribozyme (106), this result also implies that P3 is formed in Itrap. 
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of tertiary contact deletion mutants and P3-weakening mutants 

effects on native folding. 

(A) Effects of tertiary contact deletion mutants (red bars; data obtained from Ref. (106)) 

and P3-weakening mutants (green bars) on the rate constant of native folding. Folding 

experiments were performed at 25 °C and 50 mM Mg
2+

 for the tertiary contact deletion 

mutants and at 25 °C and 10 mM Mg
2+

 for P3-weakening mutant ribozymes. The P3-

weakening mutants gave similar rate constants for folding at 25 °C and 50 mM Mg
2+

 (see 

Table A2.2). Data are shown relative to the corresponding values for WT ribozyme, 

which were measured in side-by-side reactions. Error bars are standard deviations derived 

from a minimum of three rate constant measurements. Only lower limits could be 

obtained for three of the tertiary contact deletion mutants. Error bars are standard 

deviations derived from a minimum of three rate constant measurements. (B) Effects of 

the tertiary deletion mutants (red) and P3-weakening mutants (green) on partitioning to 

the N state. Here, the quotient of the fraction folding to N versus folding to M for the 

mutants is given relative to the same quotient for wild-type ribozyme. Error bars are 

standard deviations of the data.   
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3.3.2 Strengthening mutants traverse a different pathway to fold to the native state 

 The observation that U273A largely avoided misfolding led to a model where the 

strengthening mutants folded to the N state along a pathway that avoided Itrap and 

Icommitment (Scheme 3.1, upper pathway) (103, 109). We monitored folding of the P3-

strengthening mutants using the continuous assay to test this model. A larger fraction of 

the P3-strengthening mutants folded to the native state relative to wild-type ribozyme 

(Figure 3.2D and Table 3.1), consistent with previous observations regarding the large 

fraction of native ribozyme that forms prior to refolding (Chapter 2.3.3). On the whole, 

the P3-strengthening mutants increased the rate constant for native folding to relative to 

wild-type ribozyme. U101A gave a moderate increase whereas the remaining three 

mutants gave ~3-fold faster folding. There was no significant change in the rate constant 

across various Mg
2+

 concentrations (10 mM – 100 mM; Table A2.2). Interestingly, native 

folding for each of the strengthening mutants in 10 mM Mg
2+

 is significantly slower than 

previously measured folding of U273A in 3 mM Mg
2+

 (~1 s
-1

) (147). Formation of a 

previously unobserved intermediate that is stabilized by higher Mg
2+

 concentration may 

account for the slower folding kinetics seen here. Increasing the folding temperature to 37 

°C accelerated folding from this intermediate. Overall, the results here support the model 

for an alternate folding pathway to the N state that is traversed upon strengthening P3. 
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3.3.3 Different folding pathways reflect discrete points of commitment to native 

folding 

 If the physical means employed to avoid misfolding by either weakening or 

strengthening P3 differ from one another, then it is likely they reflect discrete locations 

along the folding pathway where a fraction of the ribozyme commits to folding either to 

the M state or to the N state. We tested this model by using catalytic activity to locate the 

commitment point for folding of P3-weakening and P3-strengthening mutants. The 

prediction is that the P3-weakening mutants would exhibit late commitment in folding 

whereas P3-strengthening mutants would exhibit early commitment. P3-weakening 

mutants are proposed to fold along the same pathway as wild-type ribozyme (Scheme 

3.1, lower pathway), which gives late commitment to native folding (105). Thus, an assay 

monitoring commitment to native folding would give the same rate constant as overall 

folding as monitored by the continuous assay. Conversely, P3-strengthening mutants 

likely fold to the N state along an alternative pathway that avoids Itrap (Scheme 3.1, upper 

pathway). For these mutants, a fast rate constant for commitment to native folding is 

expected. 
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Figure 3.4. Commitment to native folding or misfolding by P3-weakening mutants 

monitored by catalytic activity. 

(A) Reaction scheme. Ribozymes (250 nM) initially were incubated at 37 °C for 1 min 

before folding was initiated by the addition of 10 mM Mg
2+

. The time t1 indicates the 

amount of time the ribozyme is incubated at 37 °C before shifting the temperature to 25 

°C. The total time prior to substrate addition is 30 min. (B) Folding of wild-type 

ribozyme at various times in 37 °C gives two phases. The first phase represents the rate 

constant for folding through the commitment point (Icommitment), whereas the second phase 

represents refolding of the remaining misfolded ribozyme to the native state. (C) Folding 

of P3-weakening mutants at various times in 37 °C also gives biphasic curves with the 

exception of C98U. 
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 The following assay was used to determine the location of the commitment point. 

First, ribozyme initially was folded for varying amounts of time (Figure 3.4A, t1) under 

conditions that give a certain probability for native folding for a fraction of the ribozyme 

population versus folding to the misfolded state. Then, the ribozyme population was 

shifted to a different set of conditions that gave a different probability for native folding 

relative to misfolding. The population of ribozyme molecules that did not commit to 

folding to either the M state or the N state under the initial set of conditions will adopt the 

set of probabilities characteristic of the new conditions. The condition we chose to vary 

was temperature (Figure 3.4A), as folding at 37 °C gave greater partitioning to the N state 

than folding at 25 °C for wild-type ribozyme and eight of the ten weakening mutants 

(Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1). Folding of wild-type ribozyme at 37 °C and in the presence of 

10 mM Mg
2+

 before rapidly shifting the temperature to 25 °C gave two phases, with the 

rate constant of 1.9 min
-1

 for the faster phase similar to native folding at 37 °C (Figure 

3.4B and Table 3.2). The fraction of native ribozyme formed after essentially no 

incubation at 37 °C before shifting the temperature to 25 °C correlated well with 

partitioning to the N state at 25 °C measured in a continuous assay. The rate constant for 

the slower phase (0.0020 min
-1

) was similar to the rate constant for the refolding 

transition at 37 °C (Chapter 2.3.3). 

 We used this assay to locate the commitment point in the folding of P3-

weakening mutants. We limited the application of this assay to mutants that misfolded 

and gave a distinct burst in the continuous assay for folding at both 25 °C and 37 °C. The 

assay failed to work with G275A (see Figure A1.8). The remaining mutants gave a rate 
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constant for the faster phase similar to or larger than the rate constant for native folding at 

37 °C (Figure 3.4C and Table 3.2). Similar to wild-type ribozyme, the fraction folding to 

the N state after essentially zero time at 37 °C correlated well with the fraction of native 

ribozyme generated by folding at 25 °C. Most of the mutants gave a second phase of 

folding with a rate constant that matched or was slower than the rate constant for 

refolding of the mutant ribozymes at 37 °C. The second phase likely represents refolding, 

although the exact origin of the lower rate constants is unknown. Overall, our results 

demonstrate that the P3-weakening mutants fold with late commitment to native folding. 

 

Table 3.2 Rate constants for folding past the commitment point for P3-weakening 

variant ribozymes. 

Ribozyme kfold (min
-1

) 
a
 Start Amplitude End Amplitude 

WT 1.9 (0.56) 0.10 0.22 

C98U 0.54 (0.66) 0.19 0.29 

C99U 0.69 (0.52) 0.24 0.34 

G100A 0.54 (0.52) 0.055 0.12 

G272A 0.71 (0.33) 0.20 0.27 

C274G 1.2 (0.77) 0.25 0.40 

U277G 0.41 (0.34) 0.41 0.55 
a
 Rate constants for folding through Itrap at 37 °C (see Table 3.1) are displayed in 

parentheses for comparison. 

 

 Folding the P3-strengthening mutants for various times at 37 °C prior to shifting 

the incubation temperature to 15 °C by dilution gave a rapid increase in the fraction of 

native ribozyme, with U101C:U273G producing a second, slower transition (Figure 3.5).  

We chose 15 °C for the temperature shift instead of 25 °C to enable better resolution of 

the first phase, as folding at 25 °C still gave a large fraction of native ribozyme.  The rate 

constants of 4.1 min
-1

 to > 10 min
-1

 for the first phase were significantly greater than the 
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rate constants measured for overall folding at 37 °C determined by continuous assay for 

the strengthening mutants (Table 3.1).  The results are consistent with an early 

commitment point in folding of the strengthening mutants, where the decision to fold to 

the misfolded or native conformations occurs more rapidly than the rate constant for 

folding through Itrap.  The existence of a second phase for U101C:U273G implies that a 

small fraction of the P3-strengthening mutants traverses a folding pathway containing a 

late commitment point, possibly the same pathway used by the wild-type ribozyme and 

P3-weakening mutants. Folding of U101A at 0 °C gives very little accumulation of native 

ribozyme over 1 hr, consistent with folding of the mutant through Itrap (Figure A1.9A). 

Further, the rate constant for native folding is insensitive to Mg
2+

 concentrations between 

2 mM to 50 mM and increases at 100 mM (Figure A1.9B). Together, the results support a 

model in which P3 stability early in folding of the ribozyme determines the ultimate 

pathway for folding, with strengthening P3 leading to a path that avoids the M state and 

weakening P3 allowing greater N formation relative to wild-type ribozyme as a result of 

partitioning. 
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Figure 3.5. Commitment to native folding by P3-strengthening mutants monitored by 

catalytic activity.  

Folding occurred in 37 °C for various times before shifting the temperature to 15 °C and 

adding substrate. The rate constants are U101A, 4.1 min
-1

; U273A, 8.5 min
-1

; U273G, 7.0 

min
-1

; and U101C:U273G, >10 min
-1

. U101C:U273G gave a second phase with a rate 

constant of 0.86 min
-1

. 
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3.4 DISCUSSION 

 The finding that the long-lived misfolded form of the Tetrahymena group I intron 

ribozyme contained a native P3 helix, and that P3 was disrupted during folding from the 

M state to the native state enhanced understanding of native folding of this ribozyme 

(Chapter 2.3.3 and ref. 197). However, it also led to a new question of how soon in the 

folding pathway the native P3 helix appears and if native folding from the highly 

structured misfolded intermediate Itrap requires similar P3 disruption as refolding from M 

(106). Here we provide evidence for early formation of native P3 and its disruption to 

allow a small fraction (~10%) to fold to the N state and avoid folding to the M state 

during partitioning from this pathway. Furthermore, we provide evidence for a pathway 

that avoids any possibility of folding to the M state, one that is only accessible with a 

stable P3 in the unfolded state. 

 

3.4.1 A model for the role of P3 in partitioning to the native state 

 Folding to the native state from the misfolded intermediate Itrap requires multiple 

steps of transient structure disruption (106). The rate-limiting first transition, escape from 

Itrap, involves local structural rearrangements on the P4-P6 side of the ribozyme, 

including transient disruption of adjacent peripheral tertiary contacts. In this context, it is 

understandable how weakening P3 generally does not increase the rate constant for 

escaping Itrap, contrary to the effects weakening P3 has on refolding from the M state. 

 Nevertheless, the lack of substantial structural rearrangements to escape from Itrap, 

coupled with the more extensive unfolding required for partitioning, demonstrate that the 
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native P3 is present in Icommitment and strongly imply that P3 also exists in Itrap. It is 

unknown whether intermediates preceding Itrap in this pathway possess a native P3 due to 

the transient nature of these structures. Exchange of the misfolded short-range alt-P3 

helix with P3 is rapid, possibly due to the proximity of the 5´ strand of P3 to its 3´ 

counterpart upon positioning of the P2 domain to form the P13 and P14 tertiary contacts. 

Further, P3 is significantly more stable than alt-P3, facilitating displacement of the 

misfolded helix. However, prior work demonstrated slow folding of P3 and the adjacent 

P7 on the timescale of minutes, implying that complete folding of the helices occurred 

during or after escape from Itrap (45). Structural effects of disorganization on the P4-P6 

face of Itrap are expected to be locally contained as folding of P4-P6 is independent of 

folding of the remaining domains. However, incorrect folding of P7 might result from 

earlier perturbations in P4-P6, even if folding is corrected rapidly in the latter domain, 

and propagate to P3. Indeed, weakening P3 modestly slows the rate constant for escape 

from Itrap, presumably because destabilizing P3 in turn stabilizes adjacent incorrect 

structures in P7 (Figure 3.3A).  
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Figure 3.6. Kinetic model for the roles of P3 helix stability at various stages of folding of 

the Tetrahymena ribozyme. 

The major domains are represented as cylinders, with the exception of P3-P8 which is 

shown as black strands and P1 which is omitted for clarity.  P4-P6 is blue, P2 is orange, 

and P9 is green. The non-native alt-P3 is highlighted by a purple circle. The orientations 

of the red and black strands represent the different topologies, with the red strand arching 

across and in front of the black strand in the misfolded topology. The rate constants 

reflect folding of wild-type ribozyme at 25 °C and 10 mM Mg
2+

. Rate constants for 

electrostatic relaxation and compaction of unfolded ribozyme to form Itrap were measured 

at 42 °C (100). (A) From Icommitment, a fraction of the ribozyme population folds to IN via 

backtracking. This transition requires extensive disruption of the peripheral tertiary 

contacts and P3 to allow for topology exchange and subsequent folding to the N state. 

The rate constant of 10 min
-1

 reflects a combination of multiple kinetic steps for folding 

from Icommitment to IN and vice versa. P3-weakening mutants increase this value whereas 

P3-strengthening mutants decrease this value. (B) Lack of P3 disruption ensures that 

folding proceeds to the M state during partitioning from Icommitment. P3-weakening mutants 

may slightly destabilize the peripheral tertiary contacts, giving a larger rate constant for 

tertiary contact disruption. (C) P3 stability influences the equilibrium between the native 

and non-native P3 secondary structures early in the folding pathway. Folding from an 

initial unfolded conformation containing P3 constrains folding to a pathway that leads 

directly to the N state.  
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 P3 stability is more extensively involved in partitioning from Icommitment to the M 

and N states, and we propose a model where P3 must be disrupted to allow folding to N 

from this intermediate (Figure 3.6, route a). The greater partitioning to the N state with 

the P3-weakening mutants demonstrates that global unfolding from Icommitment is similar to 

the global unfolding required to refold from M: transient loss of P3 and all of the tertiary 

contacts allows reorientation of the single-stranded segment J3/4 relative to the adjacent 

single-stranded segment J6/7 to exchange incorrect topology for correct topology within 

the catalytic core (Chapter 2.4.1). The transition from Icommitment, which lacks some or all 

of the tertiary contacts, to the intermediate IN, wherein the ribozyme lacks all tertiary 

contacts and P3 is disrupted, represents the latter portion of the backtracking pathway 

traversed by M. The ratio of the rate constant for P3 disruption, which allows folding to 

IN, versus the rate constant for folding to M defines the likelihood of backtracking. Thus, 

failing to disrupt P3 from Icommitment leads to folding to the M state (Figure 3.6, route b), 

from which the ribozyme attains another opportunity to backtrack. Although IN 

effectively is identical to the unfolded state containing the correct topology and native P3 

(Figure 3.6, upper left), full backtracking from M through Icommitment to this unfolded form 

is hindered by Itrap. In essence, escape from Itrap is an irreversible step, and backtracking 

from M instead must traverse through Icommitment and IN. However, the M state is more 

stable than Icommitment, possibly due to enhanced cooperativity of the tertiary contacts, 

leading to a lower rate constant for backtracking from M compared to backtracking from 

Icommitment to avoid M. The high stability of these tertiary contacts inhibits their disruption 

and directly causes the previously observed plateau in rate constants for refolding from M 
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(Chapter 2.3.3). Weakening P3 may destabilize the tertiary contacts to a minor extent, 

thus allowing larger rate constants for refolding than those predicted for weakening P3 

alone, yet the rate constant for refolding is still limited by tertiary contact disruption. 

 

3.4.2 Multiple pathways to folding to the native state 

 Strengthening P3 provides an alternate pathway for the ribozyme to fold to the N 

state and avoid the M state, one arising from an earlier commitment point involving 

equilibrium between P3 and alt-P3 (Figure 3.6, route c). Forming and stabilizing P3 at the 

initial stage of the folding pathway limits the conformational freedom of the adjacent 

peripheral domain P2, which connects to the P4-P6 domain by the 5´ strand of P3 and the 

single-stranded segment J3/4.  This prevents movement of J3/4 relative to J6/7 and, as a 

result, maintains the native topology. Thus, an early P3 allows rapid and direct folding to 

the N state, a pathway also attained at high (>250 mM) Na
+
 concentration for the 

unfolded ribozyme ensemble (107, 109). The extent of P3 stability defines the probability 

of traversing a folding pathway that entirely avoids the M state versus one that only 

allows some evasion of the M state via backtracking at Icommitment.  Whereas essentially all 

(>99%) of wild-type ribozyme folds through the pathway containing Itrap (Figure 3.6, 

lower pathway), the unfolded conformation for a large fraction of the P3-strengthening 

mutants contain the correct topology and the native P3, and thus fold along a pathway 

that lacks Itrap upon Mg
2+

 addition (Figure 3.6, upper pathway). Strengthening P3 shifts 

the equilibrium in favor of this more direct pathway, doing so by at least 700-fold for the 

most stabilizing mutants. After Mg
2+

 addition, the ribozyme rapidly compacts to a 
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previously unobserved intermediate that slowly rearranges at ~1 min
-1

 to form the N 

state. The exact structural characteristics of this intermediate is unknown, although the 

similarity in rate constants for escaping this intermediate and for escaping Itrap implies 

that the two intermediates may share similar structures. 

 Prior work showed that the strengthening mutants also traverse the pathway 

leading to the M state (Chapter 2.3.3), a consequence of partitioning between P3 

formation in the unfolded state and compaction with alt-P3 to eventually form Itrap. 

Although P3 is more stable in these mutants, a fraction of the time P3 is disrupted by 

formation of alt-P3. With the tertiary contacts already broken in the unfolded form, the 

P2 domain and J3/4 can move behind J6/7 to form the misfolded topology. After the 

native P3 displaces alt-P3 in Itrap, the effect of stabilizing P3 likely is to hinder 

backtracking out of Icommitment, which would ensure that almost all of the ribozyme 

traversing this pathway folds to the M state (Figure 3.6, route b). Once in the M state, the 

increased P3 stability makes refolding to the N state extremely unlikely without the 

addition of Na
+
 to displace site-bound or delocalized Mg

2+
 ions and destabilize tertiary 

structure. The tertiary contacts may break at the same rate constant as in wild-type 

ribozyme, but the enhanced P3 stability ensures that the vast majority (>99%) of the 

ribozyme returns to the M state rather than fold to IN. 

 The results here raise a paradox for folding of this ribozyme, since stabilizing P3 

early would appear to provide the most straightforward route to the native state. 

However, an evolutionary path to the most stable P3 possible, one composed of 

alternating G-C base pairs, would require an evolutionary advantage to rapid native 
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folding versus complete native folding. Ribozymes containing a P3 with wild-type 

stability or weaker are ensured complete folding to the native state, even if the majority 

initially misfolds, due to the ability to backtrack from both Icommitment and the M state. 

Further, these backtracking transitions could be accelerated by chaperone proteins. 

Having a stronger P3 might provide the ribozyme the benefit of rapid folding to N for a 

fraction of the population, but it does so with the severe penalty of almost irreversible 

misfolding for the remainder of the population. Although tertiary contact disruption 

would be unaffected, the probability of a chaperone protein disrupting P3 structure 

presumably would be lowered as a result of enhancing its stability. Therefore, over time, 

the more advantageous route to native folding likely was to allow transient misfolding. 

 

3.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.5.1 Materials 

The L-21/ScaI Tetrahymena ribozyme was purified using Qiagen RNeasy 

columns as described (142). The oligonucleotide substrate (CCCUCUA5, rSA5) 

(Dharmacon, Lafayette, CO) was 5´-end-labeled with [γ-
32

P] ATP using T4 

polynucleotide kinase, and purified by non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 

as previously described (143). RNA concentrations were determined 

spectrophotometrically using the following extinction coefficients: wild-type and mutant 

ribozymes, 3.9 x 10
6
 M

-1
 cm

-1
; rSA5, 1.09 x 10

5
 M

-1
 cm

-1
. 
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3.5.2 Measuring formation of the native state 

Folding transitions from unfolded ribozyme to the native state were initiated by 

simultaneous addition of substrate (300 nM with a trace concentration of 5´-
32

P-labeled 

substrate) and Mg
2+

 to wild-type and mutant ribozymes (100 nM in 50 mM Na-MOPS, 

pH 7.0, and 1 mM guanosine). Mg
2+

 concentration was varied from 5 mM to 200 mM, 

and temperature was varied from 25 °C to 42 °C. At various times aliquots were removed 

and substrate cleavage was quenched by addition of formamide and EDTA. 5´-end-

labeled product (CCCUCU) was separated from uncleaved substrate on a 7 M urea/20% 

denaturing acrylamide gel. Progress curves displayed a rapid burst of product formation 

in the first turnover, which is rate-limited by the folding transition from Itrap to the native 

state, followed by a linear phase of slower product formation that is rate-limited by 

substrate release from misfolded ribozyme and rebinding of substrate to native ribozyme 

for successive turnovers (105). 

 

3.5.3 Measuring progression through the commitment point in folding 

 The rate constant for wild-type and mutant ribozyme to commit to folding to 

either the misfolded state or the native state was measured by the onset of catalytic 

activity. Ribozymes (50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0) were incubated at either 25 °C for a 

minimum of 5 min or 37 °C for a minimum of 30 s before adding 10 mM Mg
2+

 at 37 °C 

to initiate folding. At various folding times, aliquots were rapidly shifted to 25 °C and 1 

mM guanosine was added, followed by incubation at 25 °C to give a total incubation time 

of 30 min. A trace concentration of substrate was added and the fraction of native 
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ribozyme was determined by catalytic activity.  For P3-strengthening mutants aliquots 

were removed and shifted to 15 °C instead of 25 °C to better resolve any differences in 

the fraction of native ribozyme. 
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Chapter 4: Catalytic Activity as a Probe of Native RNA Folding 

 

4.1 PREFACE 

The following chapter provides a review of catalytic assay techniques that was 

published in volume 468 of Methods in Enzymology in 2009. This work has been 

adapted for this dissertation with no other alterations to the content of the original 

publication. Reference numbers and format, figure numbers, and abbreviations have been 

changed to follow the format previously established. 

 

4.2 ABSTRACT 

As RNAs fold to functional structures, they traverse complex energy landscapes 

that include many partially folded and misfolded intermediates. For structured RNAs that 

possess catalytic activity, this activity can provide a powerful means of monitoring 

folding that is complementary to biophysical approaches. RNA catalysis can be used to 

track accumulation of the native RNA specifically and quantitatively, readily 

distinguishing the native structure fromintermediates that resemble it and may not be 

differentiated by other approaches. Here, we outline how to design and interpret 

experiments using catalytic activity to monitor RNA folding, and we summarize 

adaptations of the method that have been used to probe aspects of folding well beyond 

determination of the folding rates. 
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4.3 INTRODUCTION  

The discovery in 1982 by Cech and coworkers that a group I intron from 

Tetrahymena thermophila folds into a specific tertiary structure and catalyzes the 

chemical reactions necessary to excise itself from a precursor rRNA (148) ushered in a 

new age of interest in understanding how RNAs fold to functional structures. Since then, 

interest in RNA folding has continued to grow as structured RNAs have been implicated 

in a dizzying array of cellular functions. In addition to performing self-splicing and 

cleavage reactions in a wide variety of contexts (149), RNAs process and translate 

messages as core components of the spliceosome and ribosome (150-152), process tRNA 

precursors (153), protect chromosomal ends (154, 155), mediate protein trafficking 

events (156), and regulate gene expression by a variety of mechanisms (157, 158). 

In parallel, the known catalytic RNAs and the corresponding catalytic repertoire 

have increased dramatically. The natural catalytic RNAs include group I and group II 

introns, RNase P, and self-cleaving RNA elements including the hairpin, hammerhead, 

Varkud satellite, and hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozymes, and most recently the glmS 

riboswitch (149, 159). Self-cleaving elements have been found in the genomes of humans 

and other mammals (160-162), and it seems likely that many more remain undiscovered 

(161, 163, 164). The catalytic diversity of RNA has even been extended by in vitro 

selection methods beyond the range identified in nature to include phosphorylation and 

ligation reactions (165, 166), and even more diverse reactions such as alkylations and 

condensations (167). 
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As described throughout this volume, a powerful arsenal of biophysical 

approaches has been developed and applied to study the formation of specific structures 

by RNA. These approaches have been used to probe questions such as what provides the 

energetic driving force for formation of compact RNA structures? What features of the 

RNAs provide specificity to stabilize the functional structures relative to others? How 

fast do RNAs form specific structures, and what physical steps limit the folding rates? 

More generally, what do the energy landscapes of RNA folding look like? 

Beginning in the early 1990s, catalytic RNAs became prominent in studies of 

RNA folding, and work using these RNAs has fundamentally advanced our 

understanding of folding processes and landscapes. Two powerful time-resolved 

footprinting methods were developed and first applied to the Tetrahymena group I 

ribozyme. One of them followed accessibility of the RNA to complementary 

oligonucleotide probes (45, 168), and the other used hydroxyl radicals to monitor 

backbone exposure of RNA within milliseconds after initiation of folding by addition of 

Mg
2+

 ions (100, 169).  

The most general conclusion from these studies was that RNA folding involves 

multiple steps, with highly structured intermediates being populated along the way. Since 

then, the presence of intermediates has been shown to be a general feature of RNA 

folding (48, 170-174). The extensive formation of intermediates creates a significant 

challenge for studying RNA folding. It is critical to know whether the RNA is completely 

folded to the native, functional structure or instead is present as a folding intermediate, 
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but this can be exceedingly difficult for folding intermediates that are extensively 

structured and bear a strong resemblance to the native structure.  

Catalytic RNAs provide a unique window to view the folding process, because 

the onset of catalytic activity can provide a powerful and specific readout for formation 

of the native structure. This approach allows the native state to be distinguished from 

alternative long-lived intermediates, regardless of their physical similarities, as only the 

native state is capable of performing the catalytic reaction. In the most favorable cases, 

this method can provide an unambiguous measure of the amount of native ribozyme as a 

function of time, which can then be integrated with data from other approaches. It was 

used in early studies of ribosome assembly (175, 176), and since then has been applied to 

a broad range of RNAs (e.g. refs. (98, 170, 172, 173, 177-180)). Catalytic activity has 

also been used to follow protein folding (181, 182), but it is uniquely well suited to RNA 

because the propensity of RNA to form kinetically trapped intermediates causes folding 

of many RNAs to be slower than their catalytic reactions (183). 

Nevertheless, there are also limitations to the activity approach. Of course, it is 

limited to RNAs that possess catalytic activity, and further, it can only be used for RNAs 

whose catalytic activity is relatively robust. Also, the method provides limited 

information on steps in folding and the structures of intermediates. 

There are two general classes of catalytic activity assay, termed continuous and 

discontinuous assays (Figure 4.1). In the continuous assay, folding and catalysis are 

monitored together, and the rate constant observed by monitoring the catalytic reaction 

reflects the folding process if folding is rate-limiting. In the discontinuous assay, folding 
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is separated from the chemical reaction by performing the reaction in two stages, where 

the first stage allows folding but not catalysis, and the second stage allows catalysis but 

not further formation of native RNA.  

 

Figure 4.1. Schematics of continuous and discontinuous catalytic activity assays for 

folding.  

(A) Continuous assay. The reaction is performed in a single stage, in which both folding 

and catalysis occur. Aliquots are quenched at various times t. (B) Discontinuous assay. In 

the first stage, folding is allowed but the catalytic reaction is blocked. At various times t1, 

aliquots are transferred to stage 2. Here, the conditions allow robust catalysis while 

preventing further accumulation of native ribozyme, allowing determination of the 

fraction of native ribozyme at time t1. 

 

In the sections below, we describe how to perform and interpret RNA folding 

experiments using each of these assays. We and others have used catalytic activity 

extensively to study ribozymes that cleave RNA, particularly group I introns (45, 171, 

172, 184, 185). For simplicity, we focus on these ribozymes in our descriptions, but the 

same methods are applicable to ribozymes that perform other types of reactions. Also for 

simplicity, we assume in the sections below that the reaction substrate is radiolabeled and 

is separated from the reaction product using polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, but any 
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method that separates reaction substrates and products quantitatively can be used. Our 

goal in the sections below is not to list detailed protocols, as the details will differ for 

different RNAs and different methods of labeling and detecting substrates, but rather to 

outline general strategies of experimental design and interpretation that allow catalytic 

activity to be an effective monitor of RNA folding. 

 

4.4 PRELIMINARY MEASUREMENTS OF CATALYTIC REACTION 

The only absolute requirement for using catalytic activity to monitor folding is 

that conditions exist under which the overall rate constant for the catalytic reaction, 

including all steps leading up to detectable product formation, exceeds the rate constant 

for folding. The degree to which catalysis must be faster than folding depends on a 

variety of factors, but as a general rule the difference must be at least three- to fivefold. 

As a first step, it is important to measure the catalytic reaction, independently from 

folding, and to survey conditions to maximize the fraction of active ribozyme and the 

catalytic rate constant. In practice, these measurements may be performed in parallel with 

trial folding measurements using the continuous assay described in Section 4.3.  

 

4.4.1. How to measure the catalytic reaction and establish prefolding conditions 

The basic experiment for determining the substrate cleavage rate constant is 

described in Figure 4.2A. First, the RNA is prefolded in the presence of Mg
2+

 at elevated 

temperature (10–50 mM Mg
2+

, 37–60 °C, 10–60 min) and in the absence of a substrate or 

cofactor. In practice, the prefolding conditions will not yet be established for a new 
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ribozyme, so the time and conditions of this incubation should be varied. Next, samples 

are adjusted to a constant set of conditions to measure the catalytic reaction rate, and the 

substrate is added. In an initial experiment, the substrate should be present in modest 

excess of ribozyme (two- to fivefold) so that the first round of the catalytic reaction can 

be observed and distinguished from subsequent rounds. Aliquots are quenched at various 

times by adding formamide (50–90% final concentration) and EDTA (≥twofold in excess 

of Mg
2+

), and products are separated from substrate, typically by denaturing 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (84, 143). The fraction of substrate converted to 

product is normalized by the substrate and the ribozyme concentrations (as determined by 

UV absorbance) and plotted against reaction time. 

A set of preincubation conditions should be selected that maximizes the fraction 

of active ribozyme, as determined from the amount of product in a burst or from the 

steady-state rate (see below). Once optimal preincubation conditions are established, this 

step is kept constant while the reaction conditions are surveyed (Section 4.4.3).  
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Figure 4.2. Measurement of the catalytic reaction.  

(A) Experimental scheme. RNA is prefolded (typically 10–50 mM Mg
2+

, 37–60 °C, 10–

60 min) and then mixed with substrate. (B) Measurement of substrate cleavage by the 

Tetrahymena ribozyme (172). The reaction included 500 nM oligonucleotide substrate 

(with trace 5-radiolabeled substrate) and 200 nM prefolded ribozyme and was performed 

at 37 °C, pH 7.0, 10 mM Mg
2+

, with 1 mM guanosine. The cleavage reaction gave a burst 

of 0.8 product/ribozyme, indicating that most of the ribozyme was catalytically active. 

The rate constant was ≥8 min
–1

, faster than folding under these conditions. (C) Simulated 

data showing biphasic kinetics from an internal equilibrium (KInt) between substrate 

cleavage and ligation. The approach to equilibrium occurs rapidly (lower dashed line at 

0.6), and then dissociation of one of the products drives the reaction forward to 

[product]/[ribozyme] value of 1 (upper dashed line, amplitude of 0.4 for the slow phase). 

From Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), Kint = 1.5 (0.6/0.4) and the correction factor CF = 0.6. Panel 

(B) reprinted from Ref. (172) with permission from Elsevier. 
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4.4.2 Interpreting results from catalytic rate measurements 

The method used to analyze the progress curve depends on the shape of the curve, 

which in turn depends on whether the reaction products are released faster or slower than 

they are produced. For a ribozyme that cleaves a substrate to generate two products, there 

are three regimes (Table 4.1; corresponding regimes for ribozymes that self-cleave or 

produce only one reaction product are also shown). If both products are released 

substantially faster than the substrate is cleaved (≥three to fivefold), a linear 

accumulation of product will be observed. Changes in the fraction of native ribozyme 

from different prefolding conditions are reflected in corresponding changes in the 

reaction rate. If dissociation of one product is faster than cleavage and the other is slower, 

a rapid burst of product will be generated, which gives values both for the cleavage rate 

and for the amount of active ribozyme. If both products are released slower, a burst will 

be present, but the amplitude of the burst may correspond to less than the total amount of 

active ribozyme (see below). 

If the progress curve shows a burst of product formation, the normalized data are 

fit by Eq. (4.1), in which A is the amplitude of the product burst, which reflects the 

amount of active ribozyme. Prefolding conditions should be chosen to maximize this 

value. kobs is the rate constant for the catalytic reaction for steps leading up to product 

formation, s is the rate constant for the slower steady-state reaction, and t is the reaction 

time: 

 [Product] / [Ribozyme] = A (1 – e
–kobst) + st. (4.1) 
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Table 4.1 Effects of product release rates on the continuous assay 

Product release 

rates (relative to 

chemical and 

folding steps) 

Intramolecular 

cleavage 

Intermolecular 

reaction 1 

product 

Intermolecular 

reaction 2 

products (i.e. 

substrate 

cleavage) 

Fast Burst kinetics, 

amplitude 

corresponds to 

active ribozyme 

Linear product 

accumulation, 

no burst. Rate-

limiting folding 

detectable by 

lag kinetics 

Linear product 

accumulation, 

no burst. Rate-

limiting folding 

detectable by 

lag kinetics 

 
One product fast, 

one product 

slow 

 

N/A N/A Burst kinetics, 

amplitude 

corresponds to 

active ribozyme 

Slow Burst kinetics, 

amplitude may 

be reduced by 

reverse reaction 

Burst kinetics, 

amplitude may 

be reduced by 

reverse reaction 

Burst kinetics, 

amplitude may 

be reduced by 

reverse reaction 

 

A cleavage reaction of the Tetrahymena ribozyme, for which one product is 

released rapidly and the other slowly (middle regime in Table 4.1, (84)), is shown in 

Figure 4.2B. After folding (30 min, 50 °C, 10 mM Mg
2+

), the ribozyme rapidly performs 

a single round of oligonucleotide substrate cleavage at 37 °C and 10 mM Mg
2+

 (45, 84, 

172). The burst amplitude indicates that nearly all of the ribozyme is active. One of the 

products is then released slowly, as is often observed for RNA products that bind by 

base-pairing interactions, producing a slow steady-state phase. 
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 If both products are released slowly, the burst amplitude may correspond to less 

than the total amount of active ribozyme because the cleavage products can religate on 

the ribozyme (Scheme 4.1), reaching an internal equilibrium (Eq. 4.2) (186-189): 

 KInt = kforward / kreverse. (4.2) 

However, a small amplitude may indicate that the ribozyme is not fully folded to 

the native state or that some of the ribozyme is damaged and therefore inactive.  

Although it is not trivial to distinguish between these possibilities, a strong 

indicator can come from the shape of the reaction progress curve. If the reaction is 

reversible and the products dissociate with distinct rate constants, the progress curve will 

give a double exponential curve within the first turnover, where the first phase, with 

amplitude A1, represents the approach to KInt and the second phase, with amplitude A2, 

represents dissociation of the first product (Figure 4.2C). In contrast, the presence of 

inactive or misfolded ribozyme will lead to a single exponential phase followed by a 

linear phase. The amplitudes of the two exponential phases allow calculation of KInt (Eq. 

4.3) and a correction factor, CF. The measured burst amplitude is divided by CF to obtain 

the fraction of native ribozyme (Eq. 4.4): 

 KInt = A1/A2, (4.3) 

 CF = A1 / (A1 + A2). (4.4) 

 
Scheme 4.1 
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It should also be confirmed that one of the products is released with the rate 

constant of the slower phase by measuring its dissociation directly using pulse-chase 

procedures (84, 190). To confirm the conclusion of an internal equilibrium, the reverse 

reaction should also be probed directly by monitoring reaction beginning from products 

(189, 191). 

 

4.4.3 Surveying conditions for use in folding experiments 

After preincubation conditions are established, it is important to measure the 

catalytic rate under various conditions. Conditions that should be varied include 

monovalent and divalent cation concentrations, pH, and temperature. Substrate 

concentration should also be varied to establish saturation. The main goals are to seek 

conditions under which the catalytic rate exceeds the folding rate and to maximize this 

difference. Increases in pH and Mg
2+

 concentration increase the catalytic rates of many 

RNAs (191-193), and a decrease in temperature may be advantageous because it may 

give a smaller decrease in the catalytic rate than the folding rate (185). 

For all reaction conditions, the ribozyme should be first prefolded under the 

optimal set of conditions established above. This allows changes in observed reaction rate 

to be interpreted in terms of effects on the catalytic steps, not on the fraction of active 

ribozyme (assuming that the reaction conditions do not give loss of native ribozyme). In 

practice, reactions in which the ribozyme is not prefolded are conveniently performed in 

parallel (Section 4.5). This allows scanning of conditions to find those under which the 

catalytic rate exceeds the folding rate, allowing the continuous assay to be used. These 
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conditions can also be used as the second stage of a discontinuous assay (Section 4.6), 

allowing folding to be measured even under first-stage conditions that do not support 

robust activity, as well as allowing a broad set of applications (Section 4.7). 

 

4.5 FOLLOWING RNA FOLDING BY CONTINUOUS ACTIVITY ASSAY 

This section describes a simple assay for measuring RNA folding in which the 

adoption of the native folded state is determined by onset of catalytic activity. RNA 

folding is initiated at the same time as the catalytic reaction and, provided that folding is 

the rate-limiting step, the observed rate constant for the catalytic activity reflects the rate 

constant for folding. The continuous assay is very simple, so it is a good first choice for 

ribozymes whose catalytic reactions are rapid. It is also useful for studying RNAs for 

which folding and cleavage steps cannot easily be separated, such as self-processing 

RNAs that do not require cofactors. The principal limitations are that it cannot be used to 

follow folding under conditions where folding is faster than the catalytic reaction, and it 

cannot generally be used to track unfolding processes, with the fraction of native 

ribozyme decreasing over time. 

 

4.5.1 How to perform experiments using the continuous assay 

The overall technique for measuring the rate of RNA folding is very similar to 

that for measuring the rate of substrate cleavage. The only difference is that the substrate, 

in small excess relative to the ribozyme, is added as folding is initiated, typically by Mg
2+
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addition (Figure 4.3A). As in Section 4.4, aliquots are removed at various times and 

quenched.  

 
 

Figure 4.3. Monitoring RNA folding using the continuous assay.  

(A) Experimental scheme. Folding is initiated in the presence of substrate, and folding 

and catalysis are quenched with formamide and EDTA. (B) Example of burst kinetics for 

the wild-type Tetrahymena ribozyme (Russell and Herschlag, 1999). The observed rate 

constant reflects folding, and the slow, linear phase is limited by product release. The 

burst amplitude (0.27) is lower than in an equivalent reaction of prefolded ribozyme (see 

Figure 4.2B), indicating that most of the ribozyme did not reach the native state on this 

time scale. (C) Lag kinetics for the E
ΔP5abc

 Tetrahymena variant ribozyme. The steady-

state rate was the same as that for prefolded ribozyme (see text). Panels (B) and (C) 

adapted from (172) with permission from Elsevier. 
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4.5.2 Interpreting results from the continuous assay 

The results are interpreted in conjunction with catalytic rate measurements 

described in Section 4.4. If the progress curves are the same with or without prefolding of 

the ribozyme, folding is more rapid than cleavage and only a lower limit on the folding 

rate is obtained. On the other hand, if the reaction with coinitiation of folding and 

cleavage gives slower or less formation of product, folding is limiting for at least a 

fraction of the population and further interpretation of the data is warranted. 

There are two general types of behavior that may be observed. If the rate constant 

for release of at least one product is slower than folding and the catalytic reaction, 

product will be formed in an initial burst. In this case, the data are normalized for 

substrate and ribozyme concentration as in Section 4.4 and fit by Eq. (4.1). Here, kobs 

reflects the rate constant for folding (kfold), and the amplitude gives the fraction of 

ribozyme that folds to the native state in this transition. If the burst amplitude indicates 

less than stoichiometric formation of product, it suggests that some of the ribozyme does 

not reach the native state on this time scale (or that the reaction reaches an internal 

equilibrium before product dissociation, see Section 4.4.2). To rule out the possibility that 

the low value results from damaged ribozyme, the amplitude should be compared to that 

from a reaction with prefolded ribozyme. Using this assay, it was shown that a small 

fraction of the Tetrahymena ribozyme reaches the native state with a rate constant of 1 

min
–1

 (Figure 4.3B), whereas the rest misfolds and remains non-native on the time scale 

of the experiment (172, 184). In principle, the continuous assay can also reveal multiple 

folding pathways by the presence of additional exponential phases. However, in practice 
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it can be difficult to distinguish these phases from continued cleavage by native ribozyme 

formed in the fastest phase of folding. 

The second possible behavior is a steady-state accumulation of product without a 

burst, which may be preceded by a lag. A lag appears if the folding process is slower than 

the entire catalytic cycle, because the steady-state rate of product formation depends on 

the concentration of active ribozyme, and this concentration increases slowly as the 

native state accumulates in folding. An example of lag kinetics is shown in Figure 4.3C 

(172). In this case, the data are fit by Eq. (4.5), in which s represents the rate constant for 

the steady-state phase and kobs is the rate constant for the lag, which is equal to the 

folding rate constant kfold. To maximize the signal from a lag, a large excess of substrate 

should be used relative to the ribozyme (≥tenfold) to increase the length and linearity of 

the steady-state phase: 

 . (4.5) 

To obtain a relative measure of the fraction of ribozyme present in the native 

state, the steady-state rate is compared to that for the prefolded RNA. If the rate is lower 

without prefolding, not all of the ribozyme has folded to the native state, whereas if they 

are the same, there is as much native ribozyme as in the prefolded control. However, it is 

important that this comparison does not give an absolute measure of the fraction of native 

ribozyme, only a relative one. For example, a Tetrahymena ribozyme variant that lacks 

the P5abc peripheral element (E
ΔP5abc

) gives the same steady-state rate with or without 

prefolding (Figure 4.3C; (172)). Nevertheless, this ribozyme equilibrates between the 
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native and misfolded conformer, with the native state populated only by about 60% of the 

ribozyme even after prefolding (194). This incomplete occupancy was not detectable 

using the continuous assay. 

 

4.6 FOLLOWING RNA FOLDING BY DISCONTINUOUS ACTIVITY ASSAY 

The essence of the discontinuous assay is that the reaction is performed in two 

stages (see Figure 4.1). In the first stage, folding is allowed to proceed but the catalytic 

reaction is blocked. In the second stage, the conditions are changed such that folding is 

arrested and the catalytic reaction is initiated, allowing determination of the fraction of 

native ribozyme that accumulated during the first stage. The discontinuous assay has 

several advantages over the continuous assay. By separating folding from the catalytic 

reaction, conditions can be chosen for stage 2 that maximize the catalytic rate, increasing 

the robustness of the signal. Indeed, using this assay it is even possible to measure the 

folding rate under conditions in stage 1 that do not give rapid catalysis, such as low Mg
2+

 

concentration. Further, decreases in the fraction of native ribozyme can be determined, 

allowing unfolding processes to be followed. 

There are also disadvantages and limitations to the discontinuous assay. It can 

only be used if conditions exist that arrest folding. Minimally, folding must become much 

slower than catalysis, and in practice it is valuable to establish conditions that arrest 

folding on the experimental time scale (minutes for experiments performed by hand). 

Another limitation is that the discontinuous assay requires more work than the continuous 

assay, because each folding time course consists of a series of reaction time courses. This 
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disadvantage can be minimized by collecting only a small number of time points during 

each cleavage reaction, which can be sufficient to measure reliably the fraction of native 

ribozyme if the reaction kinetics are well-understood.  

 

4.6.1 How to design and perform experiments using the discontinuous assay 

The key to using the discontinuous assay is to establish conditions for the two 

reaction stages (Figure 4.4A). In the first stage, the catalytic reaction must be inhibited, 

most commonly by omitting the substrate or a necessary cofactor. In the second stage, 

folding must be arrested, or at least slowed to a lower rate than the catalytic reaction. This 

goal has been achieved by using high Mg
2+

 concentration (50–100 mM) and/or low 

temperature (52, 105, 109, 195) (see Section 4.4.3). 

When conditions for the two stages are established, folding experiments can be 

performed. Folding is typically initiated in stage 1 by adding divalent ions (Mg
2+

). 

Aliquots are removed from the mixture at different times t1 and transferred to conditions 

for stage 2. This can be done in a single step or, if the folding reaction is sufficiently slow 

under stage 2 conditions, it can be performed in multiple steps. For example, the aliquot 

can first be transferred to low temperature and/or high Mg
2+

 conditions, and then 

substrate can be added. Because aliquots must be quenched at relatively defined times 

after substrate addition for a good determination of the burst amplitude or reaction rate, it 

is helpful to “unlink” this reaction from the stage 1 reaction by adding substrate 

separately. Quenched aliquots are processed as above. 
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Figure 4.4. Monitoring RNA folding by the discontinuous activity assay.  

(A) Experimental design. Unfolded RNA is first mixed with Mg
2+

 to initiate folding in 

stage 1. After various times t1, aliquots are transferred to stage 2, blocking further native 

folding, and are mixed with substrate. Aliquots from stage 2 are quenched at various 

times t2 by formamide and EDTA. (B) Simulated data for a ribozyme that gives burst 

kinetics. The four curves represent stage 2 reactions after different folding times t1. Each 

curve has the same rate constant, which reflects the catalytic reaction, followed by a 

steady-state increase that reflects subsequent turnovers. (C) Simulated folding curve. 

Plotting the burst amplitudes from (B) against folding time t1 gives an exponential 

folding curve with rate constant kfold. (D) Simulated product accumulation for four stage 

2 reactions with a ribozyme that rapidly releases products. The slopes are also plotted in 

(C) and give the same folding curve as the burst amplitudes from (B) except that here the 

amounts of native ribozyme are on a relative scale (alternative y-axis labels at right). 
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4.6.2 Interpreting results from the discontinuous assay 

For each folding time t1, the fraction of cleaved substrate is normalized by the 

substrate and ribozyme concentrations and plotted against t2. Most commonly, the 

progress curve can be fit to a single exponential phase of product formation followed by a 

linear increase (Figure 4.4B, Eq. 4.1). Here, the rate constant kobs reflects the catalytic 

reaction, as in Section 4.4. The burst amplitude A reflects the fraction of ribozyme 

present at the time the aliquot was transferred from stage 1 to stage 2 (fN(t1)). 

To obtain the folding rate, fN(t1) is plotted against folding time t1 (Figure 4.4C). If 

a simple pathway is traversed, this curve will give a single exponential in which the rate 

constant reflects the observed folding process and the amplitude reflects the fraction of 

native ribozyme present at the endpoint. The amplitude value will be less than 1 if the 

ribozyme is not completely folded at equilibrium, if there are additional folding pathways 

that do not give native ribozyme on the time scale observed, or if some of the ribozyme is 

damaged. It may be necessary to include a constant term if additional folding pathways 

give rapid, unresolved phases of native ribozyme formation or to include additional 

exponential terms if there are multiple pathways that produce native ribozyme on the 

observed time scale (195). 

If, under the conditions of the stage 2 catalytic reaction, the first turnover is not 

faster than subsequent turnovers, the product will not accumulate in a burst and instead 

will accumulate linearly (Figure 4.4D). This rate can be used to provide a relative 

measure of the fraction of native ribozyme, as it will be proportional to the fraction of 

active ribozyme. Therefore, the slope can be plotted against folding time t1 to monitor the 
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progress of folding. However, in this case the fraction of native ribozyme cannot be 

determined absolutely, only relative to a prefolded control. This situation is analogous to 

that of lag kinetics in the continuous assay (Section 4.5.2). 

For certain applications of the discontinuous assay, the substrate cleavage reaction 

has been performed under single-turnover conditions, with ribozyme in excess of 

substrate (184, 185, 196, 197). Here, trace substrate is added in stage 2, and either the 

observed rate constant (196) or the fraction of the substrate cleaved rapidly (184) is taken 

as a measure of the fraction of native ribozyme. This method has the advantage that the 

burst amplitude does not depend on substrate concentration, or on ribozyme 

concentration in the latter case, which can increase precision and reproducibility. 

However, the single-turnover assay has more extensive and specific requirements for the 

relative rate constants of substrate binding, release, and catalysis, and it should only be 

used under well-defined circumstances. 
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4.7 OTHER APPLICATIONS OF CATALYTIC ACTIVITY AS A PROBE OF FOLDING 

The preceding sections describe how to use catalytic activity to follow folding of 

structured RNAs. The same basic approach has been used in creative ways to gain 

additional information about RNA folding processes. As described below, the continuous 

assay has been applied to follow assembly of RNA-protein complexes. The discontinuous 

assay has been used to measure the equilibrium of native RNA formation, and to follow 

folding cotranscriptionally or in the presence of chaperones.  

 

4.7.1 Assembly of RNA-protein complexes  

In addition to monitoring intramolecular folding events, the continuous activity 

assay has been used to follow assembly of catalytic RNAs with proteins (198) or an 

activating RNA (172). The most general requirement here is that the catalytic reaction 

must be faster than the assembly process, which can be modulated by changing the 

concentrations of the interacting molecules. 

Weeks and colleagues used this method to measure association and assembly of a 

group I intron RNA with its cofactor protein Cbp2p (198). They first preincubated the 

intron to allow formation of a near-native collapsed state and then added Cbp2p to allow 

assembly and subsequent splicing. The observed rate constant was compared with that 

from a reaction in which Cbp2 and the intron were preincubated to allow complex 

formation, and then GMP was added to initiate splicing (analogous to prefolded reactions 

of Section 4.4). The observed rate constant was smaller for the reaction initiated with 
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Cbp2p, indicating that the complex assembly was rate-limiting for splicing under the 

experimental conditions (Figure 4.5). 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Continuous activity assay to 

follow assembly of an RNA-

protein complex.  

(A) Experimental design. Radiolabeled 

precursor of the bI5 group I intron was mixed 

with protein Cbp2p and cofactor GMP to 

initiate the folding and cleavage assay. (B) 

This continuous assay gave a rate constant of 

0.5 min
–1

 (). A control reaction in which the 

RNA was pre-incubated with Cbp2p to allow 

complex formation and then mixed with GMP 

to initiate cleavage gave a larger rate 

constant, 1.6 min
–1

 (). Panel (B) reprinted 

from (198) with permission from Elsevier. 

 

 

4.7.2 Native folding at equilibrium 

The discontinuous assay has been used to measure the Mg
2+

-dependent 

equilibrium for native RNA folding of the Tetrahymena E
ΔP5abc

 ribozyme (185). In stage 

1, the ribozyme was incubated at various Mg
2+

 concentrations to allow equilibration 

between intermediates and the native state, and then the fraction of native ribozyme was 

determined in stage 2 by adding 50 mM Mg
2+

 and P5abc RNA and then substrate. These 

additions allowed catalytic activity, while trapping most of the ribozyme that was non-

native in stage 1 as a long-lived misfolded intermediate (Figure 4.6A). A small fraction of 
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the ribozyme did fold to the native state during stage 2 prior to substrate addition (10%, 

Figure 4.6B), as expected from earlier results (172). Because this fraction was small and 

expected to be constant, it could be subtracted to calculate the fraction of native ribozyme 

in the stage 1 incubation (not shown). 

 

 

Figure 4.6. Mg
2+

 concentration dependence 

of native ribozyme formation 

measured using the 

discontinuous assay.  

(A) Reaction scheme. The E
ΔP5abc

 

Tetrahymena ribozyme was incubated in 

stage 1 with 0–20 mM Mg
2+

, allowing 

equilibration of the native RNA and folding 

intermediates. Additional Mg
2+

 (50 mM 

final) was then added, which induces 

folding of this RNA predominantly to the 

long-lived misfolded form, and substrate 

was added to initiate the catalytic reaction 

in stage 2. (B) Burst amplitude versus Mg
2+

 

concentration in stage 1. The amplitude 

does not reach 1 because this RNA 

equilibrates between the native and 

misfolded conformations. Panel (B) adapted 

with permission from (185), copyright 2007 

American Chemical Society. 

 

 

4.7.3 Cotranscriptional folding 

A discontinuous activity assay has been used by Pan, Sosnick and colleagues to 

follow folding of the RNase P RNA during in vitro transcription (53, 196, 199). In this 
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work, stage 1 included a DNA template, T7 RNA polymerase, and NTPs to allow 

transcription. At various times, aliquots were transferred to a stage 2 reaction that 

included a tRNA precursor substrate and high ionic strength conditions (100 mM MgCl2 

and 0.06 – 0.6 M KCl), permitting cleavage of the substrate but blocking transcription 

initiation (Figure 4.7). The activity assay was used to monitor active RNase P RNA 

formed over time in the stage 1 reaction, and the amount of RNA synthesized was 

determined from incorporation of the radiolabeled nucleotide. The lag between the 

accumulation of large RNA and the appearance of cleavage activity provided evidence 

for slow cotranscriptional folding of the RNase P RNA, and further work showed that 

pausing of RNA polymerase during transcription accelerated folding. 
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Figure 4.7. Cotranscriptional folding of RNase P RNA monitored by a discontinuous 

activity assay.  

(A) Reaction scheme. In stage 1, T7 RNA polymerase was incubated with template DNA 

and NTPs (including [α-
32

P]CTP) at 37 °C and pH 8.1 to initiate transcription and 

concurrent folding. At various times t1, transcription was arrested by transferring aliquots 

to high ionic strength conditions (stage 2), and the catalytic reaction was initiated by 

adding substrate, either a pre-tRNA or an oligonucleotide substrate obtained by in vitro 

selection that is cleaved efficiently by the catalytic domain of RNase P RNA (200). Stage 

2 reactions were quenched after 7–21 s, allowing determination of the relative amount of 

native RNase P RNA. (B) The amount of RNA synthesized () was measured by 

incorporation of labeled CTP, while native folding was monitored by cleavage of the 

tRNA precursor substrate () or the selected substrate for folding of the catalytic domain 

(). Panel B reprinted with permission from (196), copyright 1999 National Academy of 

Sciences, USA. 
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The use of RNA catalysis to follow cotranscriptional folding was taken a step 

further by Fedor and colleagues, who studied the hairpin self-cleaving RNA in vivo using 

a continuous assay (201). Starting from a steady state of precursors and RNA cleavage 

products, transcription was shut off using a glucose-sensitive promoter, and the rate of 

the subsequent loss of precursor RNA was used to determine the efficiency of folding to 

the native state versus alternative structures. 

 

4.7.4 RNA chaperone-mediated folding and unfolding 

Certain DEAD-box “RNA helicase” proteins possess RNA chaperone activity and 

function during folding of several group I introns (202, 203). Our group has applied the 

discontinuous assay to study refolding of the Tetrahymena ribozyme in the presence of 

the CYT-19 DEAD-box protein (204, 205). The ribozyme was first misfolded by 

incubated with Mg
2+

 (Figure 4.8A). Then, CYT-19 and ATP were added in stage 1. In 

stage 2, Proteinase K was added to inactivate CYT-19, and the Mg
2+

 concentration was 

increased to 50 mM to block further refolding while allowing robust catalytic activity. By 

this assay, CYT-19 was shown to accelerate refolding in a concentration-dependent 

manner (Figure 4.8B).  

The discontinuous assay was also used to determine whether CYT-19 mediates 

unfolding of the native ribozyme (205). The motivation was to test whether CYT-19 acts 

as a general chaperone without recognizing structural features of misfolded RNA. Here, 

the ribozyme was first prefolded to the native state, and the stage 1 reaction was designed 

to destabilize the native structure, either with low Mg
2+

 concentration or with 
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destabilizing mutations in the RNA. In stage 2, proteinase K and 50 mM Mg
2+

 were 

added and the assay was performed exactly as described above. 

Using this assay, cycles of folding and unfolding of the ribozyme were observed 

(Figure 4.8C). Initial folding gave native ribozyme formation, and then after addition of 

CYT-19, the cleavage burst amplitude decreased, indicating loss of the native ribozyme. 

After CYT-19 proteolysis, the ribozyme returned to the native state. Note that it would 

not be possible to use the continuous assay to monitor the unfolding transition because 

the substrate would already be cleaved prior to CYT-19 addition. However, it is 

straightforward with the discontinuous assay, requiring only that unfolding be faster than 

folding in stage 1, so that net unfolding occurs, and that the stage 2 conditions permit 

catalytic activity but block refolding of RNA that unfolded in stage 1. 
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Figure 4.8. Chaperone-mediated RNA folding monitored by a discontinuous activity 

assay.  

(A) Reaction scheme. In stage 1, CYT-19 protein was added with ATP to populations of 

native or misfolded Tetrahymena ribozyme. At various times, further transitions between 

the native and misfolded conformations were blocked by Proteinase K and 50 mM Mg
2+

, 

and the fraction of native ribozyme was determined by adding substrate for 1 min (stage 

2). (B) Progress curves without CYT-19 (), with 500 nM CYT-19 without ATP (), or 

with ATP and 100 nM (), 200 nM (), or 500 nM () CYT-19. (C) Unfolding of 

native ribozyme by CYT-19. Using a tertiary contact mutant, the experiment monitored 

initial folding to the native state (), unfolding of native ribozyme by CYT-19 () and 

subsequent refolding after Proteinase K digestion of CYT-19 in stage 1 (). Y-axis 

values are larger in panel C because data were normalized for 10-20% damaged 

ribozyme. Panels (B) and adapted with permission from (204), copyright 2006 National 

Academy of Sciences, USA. Panel (C) reprinted from (205) with permission from 

Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature, copyright 2007. 
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Appendices 

A.1 MEASURING PRODUCT RELEASE FROM P3-WEAKENING MUTANT RIBOZYMES. 

P3-weakening mutant ribozymes were pre-folded to the native state by incubation 

at 50 °C for 40 minutes.  A trace concentration of product oligonucleotide (CCCUCU) 

5’-end-labeled with γ-
32

P was incubated at 25 °C for 10 minutes with 100 nM of each P3-

weakening mutant ribozyme in the presence of 1 mM guanosine and 10 to 100 mM Mg
2+

.  

Afterward, 1 µM unlabeled product was added to prevent re-binding of the 5’-end-

labeled product as aliquots were removed at various times and transferred to 0 °C.  The 

aliquots were then loaded onto a native polyacrylamide gel to separate unbound product 

from the product-ribozyme complex.  The rate constants for release of 5’-end-labeled 

product from the P3-weakening ribozymes are given in Table A2.1.  A faster rate 

constant for product release is interpreted here as weaker docking of the P1 helix into the 

ribozyme, as formation of the tertiary contact is expected to prevent facile dissociation of 

the oligonucleotide. 
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A.2 MUTANTS G96C AND C278G AVOID ACCUMULATION OF M. 

To determine if G96C and C278G avoided folding to the M state or if the mutants 

rapidly refolded after initial misfolding, we used a discontinuous assay in conjunction 

with continuous assay. Folding of G96C and C278G at 25 °C and in 10 mM or 50 mM 

Mg
2+

 gave essentially complete formation of native ribozyme when monitored by 

continuous assay (Figure A1.7A). The similar rate constants for the two Mg
2+

 

concentrations indicated that the folding process is Mg
2+

-independent. However, it is 

difficult to determine if the observed rate constant represents escape from Itrap and 

subsequent folding of all of the ribozyme to the N state, backtracking from the M state 

and subsequent refolding to the N state, or a combination of the two processes.  

Therefore, the continuous assay only revealed that the M state was not accumulated and 

provided no information about whether the two mutants misfolded at all. 

 Use of the discontinuous assay allowed separate conditions for monitoring folding 

and substrate cleavage. Here, folding was performed at 25 °C and 10 mM or 50 mM 

Mg
2+

, from which aliquots were withdrawn at various folding times and shifted to 0 °C 

before adding substrate. The 0 °C temperature was chosen to ensure that no further 

folding occurred during the substrate cleavage step (Figure A1.7B) (195). Pre-folded 

G96C at 0 °C failed to produce a rapid burst of substrate cleavage, possibly due to weak 

substrate docking, thus preventing use of the discontinuous assay with that mutant 

(Figure A1.7C). On the other hand, pre-folded C278G exhibited robust substrate cleavage 

at 0 °C. Folding of C278G at 25 °C and 10 mM or 50 mM Mg
2+

 gave equivalent fractions 

of cleaved substrate as pre-folded ribozyme (Figure A1.7D). Furthermore, both the 
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continuous and discontinuous assays gave identical rate constants, demonstrating that the 

two assays monitored the same folding process.  However, it remains difficult to 

distinguish between the models of complete folding to the N state from Itrap and rapid 

refolding from the M state. 
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A.3 SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES 

 

 

Table A2.1  Rate constants for product release at various Mg
2+

 concentrations 

Ribozyme 

10 mM Mg
2+

 50 mM Mg
2+

 100 mM Mg
2+

 

k
P

off (10
-4

 min
-1

) Rel k
P

off (10
-4

 min
-1

) Rel k
P

off (10
-4

 min
-1

) Rel 

WT 6.0 1.0 1.4 1.0 1.1 1.0 

G96C 29 4.8 17 12 16 15 

A97C 300 50 370 260 280 250 

C98U 1.3 0.22 0.62 0.44 0.68 0.62 

C99U 1.1 0.18 0.85 0.61 0.97 0.88 

G100A 1.6 0.27 2.1 1.5 1.9 1.7 

C102G 120 20 140 100 100 91 

G272A 17 2.8 12 8.6 5.3 4.8 

C274G 1.3 0.22 1.1 0.79 1.0 0.91 

G275A 1.5 0.25 1.3 0.93 1.4 1.3 

G276A 1.4 0.23 1.5 1.1 0.62 0.56 

U277G 1.1 0.18 0.5 0.36 0.64 0.58 

C278G 0.72 0.12 1.3 0.93 0.67 0.61 

 

 

 

Table A2.2 Rate constants for folding to the native state at 25 °C and 50-200 mM Mg
2+

 

Ribozyme 

50 mM Mg
2+

 100 mM Mg
2+

 200 mM Mg
2+

 

kfold (min
-1

) 

Fraction 

N (%) kfold (min
-1

) 

Fraction 

N (%) kfold (min
-1

) 

Fraction 

N (%) 

WT 0.41 ± 0.005 8.4 0.38 ± 0.04 8.7 0.21 ± 0.04 13 

C98U 0.37 ± 0.1 21 0.33 ± 0.08 29 0.29 ± 0.02 27 

C99U 0.14 ± 0.02 25 0.12 ± 0.006 33 0.15 ± 0.03 24 

G100A 0.31 ± 0.005 6.7 0.26 ± 0.003 8.7 0.17 ± 0.05 12 

G272A 0.27 ± 0.1 10 0.22 ± 0.02 21 0.12 ± 0.03 33 

C274G 0.56 ± 0.07 31 0.82 ± 0.26 35 0.56 ± 0 31 

G275A 0.14 ± 0.01 42 0.11 ± 0 46 0.13 ± 0.03 45 

G276A 0.19 ± 0.08 19 0.14 ± 0.04 19 0.16 ± 0.02 27 

U277G 0.079 ± 0.01 52 0.16 ± 0.02 33 0.12 ± 0.005 43 

U101A 0.27 20 0.77 13 -- -- 

U273A 0.58 100 0.73 100 -- -- 

U273G 0.64 100 0.63 95 -- -- 

U101C:U273G 0.38 100 0.35 100 -- -- 
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A.4 SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 

 

 

Figure A1.1. Substrate cleavage by wild-type and mutant ribozymes. 

Cleavage by the wild-type and mutant ribozymes pre-folded to the native state of an 

oligonucleotide substrate that mimics the 5´ splice site of the intron (CCCUCUA5). 

Ribozymes (200 nM), were incubated for at least 40 minutes at 50 °C (50 mM Na-

MOPS, pH 7.0, 10 mM Mg
2+

, and 1 mM guanosine), allowing complete folding to the 

native state for wild-type and P3-destabilizing mutant ribozymes. Incubations of 75 

minutes at 50 °C and addition of 100 mM Na
+
 were used to allow complete folding of 

P3-strengthening mutants to the native state. Substrate cleavage was initiated by the 

addition of a trace concentration of radiolabeled substrate to the ribozyme and was 

monitored by the appearance of radiolabeled product. The cleavage rate constant for each 

mutant ribozyme is indicated. 
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Figure A1.2. Comparison of in-line probing of the Tetrahymena ribozyme to previous 

footprinting results. 

Nucleotides that give differential reactivity in the native and misfolded conformations by 

in-line probing (blue) compared to previous results from hydroxyl radical footprinting 

(green) and DMS footprinting (red).(109) Three-dimensional positions of differences 

detected by each structural probe are shown as space-filling models. The remainder of the 

ribozyme is shown in ribbon form, with P1 and P10 omitted for clarity. 
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Figure A1.3. Refolding of wild-type and P3-destabilizing mutant ribozymes to the native 

state. 

Ribozymes (100 nM, in 50 mM Na-MOPS, pH 7.0, 10 mM Mg
2+

) were incubated for 15 

minutes at 25 °C to generate a population of predominantly misfolded ribozyme. 

Refolding was then measured at 37 °C (see Methods). The rate constants for refolding are 

given in Table 1. The values for the fraction of native ribozyme are normalized by the 

amplitudes for reactions in which the ribozyme was pre-folded to the native state (Figure 

A1.1).  
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Figure A1.4. Refolding of P3-weakening mutants at various Mg
2+

 concentrations. 

Refolding of P3-weakening mutant ribozymes from the misfolded state to the native state 

at 37 °C in 2 mM Mg
2+

 (filled symbols) or 5 mM Mg
2+

 (open symbols). The values for 

the fraction of native ribozyme are normalized by the amplitudes for reactions in which 

the ribozyme was pre-folded to the native state (Figure A1.1). 
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Figure A1.5. Refolding of P3-stabilizing mutant ribozymes at various Na
+
 

concentrations. 

Incubation at 37 °C was used for re-folding of U273G (panel A), whereas 50 °C was used 

for U101C:U273G (panel B) because the transition was too slow to measure accurately at 

37 °C. The concentrations of added Na
+
 (in addition to ~20 mM Na

+
 present as a 

component of the 50 mM Na-MOPS buffer) are as follows: 50 mM (filled circles), 100 

mM (open circles), 150 mM (filled squares), 200 mM (open squares), 300 mM (filled 

diamonds), and 400 mM (open diamonds). The values for the fraction of native ribozyme 

are normalized by the amplitudes for reactions in which the ribozyme was pre-folded to 

the native state (Figure A1.1). 
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Figure A1.6. P(r) representations of folded and unfolded ribozymes monitored by SAXS. 

P(r) representations of SAXS data for the wild-type ribozyme (panel A) and C99U (panel 

B), U101A (panel C), and U101C:U273G (panel D) mutants. Results from static 

measurements of native ribozyme (black lines) and unfolded ribozyme (red lines) are 

compared to the average of time points taken during time-resolved unfolding in the 

presence of 50 mM NaCl at 2 °C (green lines). For the wild-type and C99U ribozymes, a 

static shot taken after 3 h of unfolding at 2 °C is also shown (purple lines). The maximum 

values of the P(r) curves are normalized to 1. 
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Figure A1.7. P3-weakening mutants G96C and C278G avoid misfolding. 

(A) Folding of G96C (circles) and C278G (squares) at 25 °C in 10 mM Mg
2+

 (filled 

symbols) or 50 mM Mg
2+

 (open symbols) as measured by continuous assay.  The linear 

phase represents product release and is indicative of multiple turnovers of substrate 

cleavage.  The fractions of product relative to ribozyme concentration were 1.1 for G96C 

and 0.97 for C278G, with rate constants of 0.049 min
-1

 and 0.065 min
-1

, respectively, for 

folding in 10 mM Mg
2+

.  Folding in 50 mM Mg
2+

 gave amplitudes and rate constants, 

respectively, of 1.1 and 0.09 min
-1

 for G96C and 1.1 and 0.057 min
-1

 for C278G.  Data 

for folding of wild-type ribozyme under identical conditions is reprinted from Fig. 2 and 

is shown in gray. (B) Folding of G96C (filled circles) and C278G (open circles) at 0 °C 

in 10 mM Mg
2+

 as measured by continuous assay. (C) Substrate cleavage in 0 °C and 10 

mM Mg
2+

 by G96C (filled circles) and C278G (open circles). The mutants were pre-

folded by 50 °C incubation before shifting temperature and adding substrate. (D) Folding 

of C278G in 25 °C and 10 mM Mg
2+

 (filled circles) or 50 mM Mg
2+

 (open circles), 

followed by cleavage of substrate at 0 °C in the same Mg
2+

 concentrations.  The 

endpoints for the single observed phase of folding were 0.74 in 10 mM Mg
2+

 and 0.72 in 

50 mM Mg
2+

, giving rate constants of 0.051 min
-1

 and 0.047 min
-1

, respectively. 
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Figure A1.8. Folding of G275A. 

(A) Folding at 25 °C in 10 mM (filled circles), 20 mM (open squares), 30 mM (filled 

diamonds), 50 mM (open triangles), and 100 mM (filled inverted triangles) Mg
2+

. The 

ribozyme was folded for various times prior to addition of trace substrate. This decrease 

in the fraction of product, which correlates to the fraction of native ribozyme, is due to 

initial formation by a majority of the ribozyme population of an intermediate that cannot 

bind substrate. This intermediate then slowly folds to the M state which binds substrate 

but does not cleave it, thus lowering the apparent fraction of native ribozyme.  (B) 

Commitment to native folding by G275A monitored by catalytic activity (see Figure 3.4). 

The decrease in native ribozyme is attributed to the same intermediate described in (A). 
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Figure A1.9. Native folding of U101A. 

(A) Folding at 0 °C in 10 mM Mg
2+

. (B) Folding at 25 °C in 2 mM (filled circles, 0.30 

min
-1

), 5 mM (open circles, 0.29 min
-1

), 10 mM (filled squares, 0.50 min
-1

), 20 mM (open 

squares 0.33 min
-1

), 50 mM (filled diamonds, 0.26 min
-1

), and 100 mM (open diamonds, 

1.0 min
-1

) Mg
2+

. The values for the fraction of native ribozyme are normalized by the 

amplitudes for reactions in which the ribozyme was prefolded to the native state (see 

Figure A1.1). 
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List of Abbreviations 

 

 

Alt-P3 – P stands for paired region; an alternative base-pairing interaction between J8/7 

and the 3´ strand of P3 in the Tetrahymena group I ribozyme, replacing the native P3. 

CF – Correction factor to determine the fraction active for a catalytic RNA that exhibits an 

internal equilibrium. 

DMS – Dimethyl sulfate 

EΔP5abc – A variant of the Tetrahymena ribozyme which lacks the P5abc peripheral 

element. 

EDTA – Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

Icommitment – An intermediate in the folding pathway of the Tetrahymena ribozyme 

representing a point of commitment in folding either to the native state or the misfolded 

state. 

IN – An intermediate in the folding pathway from Icommitment to the native state. 

Itrap – An early intermediate in the folding pathway of the Tetrahymena ribozyme. 

Kint – Internal equilibrium between substrate cleavage and ligation of cleavage products. 

L-21/ScaI – The wild-type ribozyme version of the Tetrahymena group I intron, containing 

413 nucleotides and lacking the first 21 nucleotides of the intron. 

M – The long-lived misfolded state in the Tetrahymena ribozyme. 

MOPS – 3-(N-morpholino) propanesulfonic acid 

mRNA – Messenger RNA 

N – The native state of the Tetrahymena ribozyme. 

P3 – P stands for paired region; the native base pairing interaction within the P3-P8 

domain of the ribozyme. 

P5abc – P stands for paired region; a peripheral helix extension of the P5 helix in the 

Tetrahymena ribozyme, composed of the helices P5a, P5b, and P5c. 

Rg – Radius of gyration 

rRNA – Ribosomal RNA 

SAXS – Small angle X-ray scattering 

tris – tris(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane 

tRNA – Transfer RNA 
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